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Responding to Plagiarism:
The Role of the WPA

Susan H. McLeod

WPAs don't like to talkabout plagiarism. There is little serious study of the
subject in our professional literature; the few who have written about
plagiarism either bemoan its persistence (see, for example, Brown, Kolich,
McCormick) or discuss how individual teachers respond--or should re
spond--to it (see, for example, Drum, Brooks, Murphy). This distaste for
the subject is not surprising. The job of writing program administrator is
usually conceived of by the WPA as an extension of process-oriented
writing pedagogy--i.e., student-centered and supportive; such a concep
tion sometimes makes it difficult to admit that there are always a few
students who need reprimands, not support. Moreover, as Kolich has
observed, most of us would like to believe that when students are fully
engaged in writing as an intellectual process, they will not feel the need to
cheat (141). But inspiteofourreluctance to talkaboutthe subject, it remains
an issue; sooner or later, those of us who step into administrative roles find
ourselves trying to calm an incensed teacher who is certain that a student
who has shown dramatic improvement in his writing has done so by
plagiarizing. Furthermore, how the WPA should proceed in such cases is
not always clear, because it is not always clear (to teachers or to students)
exactly what is meant by the term plagiarism. I would like to look at two
definitions of that term, definitions that suggest two different roles for the
WPA: that of disciplinarian/guardian of program integrity, and that of
facilitator of communication between student and teacher.

First, however, I want to argue that the WPA should handle all cases
of plagiarism in his or her program, for the good of the program, the
students, and the teachers. A breach of academic integrity guidelines can
be a legal issue; to protect the writing program from accusations of unequal
treatment (and perhaps from resulting lawsuits), cases of plagiarism in
writingclasses should behandled not by individual teachers butby a WPA
who knows the procedures to follow and who can work closely with the
campus legal advisors if necessary. Plagiarism is also a moral. and
therefore a highly emotional, issue. (Some of the articles that deal with
plagiarism use the following terms to describe it: "the worm of reason"
[Kolich 144]. "a disease" [Drum 241]. "intellectual larceny" [Mawdsley
55]). Because it challenges some of their mostdeeply-held values, teachers
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tend to personalize a case of suspected plagiarism; their first impulse is
often to lash out at the student. WPAs must in some cases protect the
student in question, since even the most experienced teacher, blinded by
moral indignation, canmake terrible mistakes. Witness Richard Murphy's
touching story about one of his students. Suspicious ofher use ofsources,
he confronted her and forced her to admit that her essay detailing her battle
with anorexia was not her own; later, when he read her journal, he
discovered entries that convinced him that the illness and her descriptions
of it were in fact very much hers. In his zeal to pursuewhat he thought was
cheating, he realized he had used his teacherly authority to pressure the
student into denying her own experience:

Whatmustshe ...havethoughtaboutitall••thecourse,me,the
wholeprojectofleaminginschool?Whatcalculation,whatweari
ness withit all,must have led bertodeny herownpaper? "Is this
paperabout you?" Iasked her.
IINo/' shesaid.
I had not meant for it to come to this. (903)

Taking suspected cases to the WPA first can provide a cooling-off
period for the teacher, as well as a second opinion on the parer, to h~lp
prevent such an impulsive and potentially harmful confronta.tlOn. Havmg
the WPA handle plagiarism cases also protects teachers from Ifate cheaters
who have been caught red-handed (and perhaps also, as in one case I
handled, from equally irate parentswho couldn't understand whatthe fuss
was about). Teachers should be free to focus on pedagogy rather than on
disciplinary action; a confrontationbetween a surly plagiaristand even the
most experienced teacher is usually not good for that teacher's morale.

Let us look, then, at the legal definition of plagiarism, which may
surprise some readers, It is as follows: "inten,tionall~ or knowingl,Y
r"l.wesenting the words or ideas of another as one s own,,1n anY,academlc
,'xercise" (Kibler et al. 70). The key words here are Intentionally or
knowingly"; according to Kibler and others, a student must be bent on
cheating in order to be legallYP!osecut~dasa plagiar!s\, ?r,mustbe so well
"ersed in documentation practices that mtenttodecelYelslmphedbecause
of this knowledge, (A librarian whose master's thesis was lifted almost
verbatim from an earlier thesis on the subject would be expected to
understand the wrongness of what he / she was doing, lor example.
Undergraduates, as all teachers ~fwritin~know, could n~tb~ consid~red
experts in documentation practices.) thiS legal definItIOn IS espeCially
important for the WPA to know in light of the much broader one used In

ourprolessionalliterature, a definition which Iwill discuss later. The WPA
must first decide whether the case in question is intentional plagiarism, If
the answer is "yes," he or she must then be prepared to act as disciplinarian
and as guardian olprogram integrity. This role must be handled carefully,
since lawsuitscanbebroughtagainst universities lor improperhandling of
disciplinary action.

To discipline a student for an intentionalbreach ofacademiC integrity
in a way that would withstand close legal scrutiny;l!-.\:YPA needs what the
courts term "clear and convincing evidence" (Kiblereta! 49). It is not
enough that the teacher suspects the student's sudden improvement to be
the result of cheating, To substantiate the accusation, one needs a witnl'"
to the fact that the student didn't write the paper, or needs to have in hand
the source from which the student copied. Evidence is usually scarce,
however, because hard-core cheaters (and alas, some of these do go to
college) are hard to catch. Suchstudents oftenget a good deal ofsatisfaction
outof figuring out and then beatingany given system; trying to track down
their sources is time-consuming and usually fruitless.

The best way for a WPA to deal with such cheating, then, i" to trv to
prevent it through good pedagogy and common sense. Experienced
teachers know how to do this, but if your program tlses teachers who are
new to the classroom, it would be worthwhile (in your role as guard ian of
the program's integrity) going over some of the obvious ways with them:

1. Control and monitor topic selection for papers.

2. Don't allow last-minute topic changes.

3. Establish precise criteria for papers and don't accept those that devidte.

4. Assign the paper in stages (tentative bibliography, outline, drafts).

5. Require rough drafts to be turned in with the final draft and don't <leeep!
papers without the rough copies.

6. Require substantial changes between the rough and final drafts.

7. Require original copies rather than photocopies.

8. Keep papers on file ifyou assign similar topics year after year. (ad<'pkd
from Kibler et a1. 28).

()
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9. Above all, establish a dassroom atmosphere where these practices are
understood as part of the discipline of learning to write (numbers 5 and 6
encourage multiple drafts and real revision, for example), not as a rather
paranoid attempt to catch one or two plagiarists.

Occasionally, however, you do get enough evidence to confront a
confirmed cheater. Schools that have gone to a portfolio system for
establishing competence in freshman composition have found identi.cal
papers in different portfolios. Recently at our institution a student USIng
our computer lab bragged to the lab monitor that the paperhe w~sWrItIng
was in fact for someone else, a young man who was paYIng hIm rather
handsomely for his work; all the while he was helpfully saving the evidence
ofhis cheatingon the hard disk for us, under his usernumber. Insuchcases,
when the evidence is in hand, the WPA then needs to ensure due process
-in other words, that the student understands and has an opportunity to
respond to the accusation ofcheating, that the proposed disciplinaryaction
fits the severity of the infraction, and that gUIlty students are treated
equally.

To help ensure due process,WPAs should have a dear written policy
on plagiarism, a policy which spellsout not only what plaglansm IS butalso
the procedures by which cases will be handled. Such a pohcy should be
made available to students, either as a dass handout or as partofa student
handbook, so that students have been told ahead of time what constitutes
academiccheatingand what the consequences ofsuchcheating will be. The
policy should be in concert with campus-wide policies on academIC
integrity; if there is not already such apolicy, the WPA, In consultatlonWIth
othedaculty and with the campuslegal offIceor legal advlsor,should WrIte
one, If teachers find dear evidence of cheating, the WPA should confront
the student with that evidence, give the student a chance to respond, take
proper discipHnary measures, and document the case withclearpaper trail
which can be picked up later if the student becomes a repeat offender.
(First-time offenders in our department get an F on the assIgnment WIth a
warning that a second offence will require that they fail the dass; I send a
stem letter to their advisors for their file with a copy to the office ofstudent
aHairs, which keeps a master file on such cases.) Although due process does
not require a formal right to appeal, students should still be told ofappeals
procedures in order to give them every opportumty to learn that what they
ha\'e done is not acceptable. I often find, as in the case of our young man
in the computer lab, that studentswhocheat regularly h~vefiguredout the
rudiments of the university's chain of command, and WIll try to bluff theIr

IV

way up the line. Letting these students know ahead of time what their
options are (and alerting the appropriate people that such students are on
their way to see them) can save all involved some time and effort.

. So far Ihave discussed only the legal definition of plagiarism, which
tocuses on intent. I have defined the role of WPA as that of disciplinarian
in such cases, since it is part of our job to encourage the learning process
-and studentswho cheatcertainlyhave something important to learn about
taking responsibility for their own education. But there is a second and
much broaderdefinition ofplagiarism, one that appears to be theoperative
definition in most journal artides on the subject: that is, alH! copying from
sources WIthout proper documentation, whether the student intends to
deceive or not (see Brooks, Brown, Dant, Drum, Kolich, Malloch). Some of
our most respected reference books define the term just as broadlv; rh" St.
Martin's Handbook, for example,defines the actas "the LIse ofsome~nee1se's
words as your own without crediting the original writer for those words"
(566). There is no mention of intent. The revised edition of the venerable
Harbrace College Handbook states that intent doesn't matter: "Failure to cite
a source, deliberately or accidentally, is plagiarism--presenting as vour
own work the words or ideas of another" (424). In its discussi~n of
plagiarism the MLA Handbook goes so far as to implv that whether
unintentional or not, the act can be penalized by failure ~)f the course or
expulsion from school (22). A university that expelled a student for
unintentional plagiarism would seem to be on shaky legal ground, and
certainly in questionable moral territory. Unintentional plagiarism is not
cheating at all, but a simple lack of understanding about the conventions
of documentation.

Looking at the disparity between our rather loose professional
definition of plagiarism and the legal definition of the same term, it would
seem that we need to rethink how our profession defines the term,
separatingout the intentional from the unintentional cases and shapingour
role as WPA accordingly. In cases of unintentional plagiarism WPAs
should playa very different administrative role--not that ofdisciplinarian.
but facilitator ofcommunicationbetween teacher and stlldent. We should
view this inadvertent plagiarismas a pedagogical rather than as a legal and
moral issue, working with both teacher and student to ensure Imming of
a different sort--about documentation practices.

The majority of the plagiarism cases Ihandle as a WPA are in fact of
this second kind; they stem not from the student's desire to deceive but
from a lackof familiarity with Or an understandingof how to acknowledge

I!
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sources. As academics, we are so familiar with these conventions that we
may forget how strange they actually are. The very notion of being able to
"own" words or ideas is after all a relatively recent one. Classical notions
of art involved mimesis, or imitation: originality was not valued, nor was
the individual artist; writers borrowed freely from one another. Few of
Shakespeare's plots were his own. A book of scholarship on one of
Shakespeare's contemporaries is entitled euphemistically John Webster's
Borrowings; Webster's plays are in fact a patchwork of quotations from
other sources. It is perhaps not by accident that our modern notion of
plagiarism wasborn at about the same time as two other ideas: the romantic
notion of the single, original author expressing his innermost feelings
through art, and. the capitalist notion ofprivate property. Ideas, words, and
phrases are now (in whatissurely a curious phrase) "intellectualproperty,"
to be trespassed upon only with permission of the owner.

The notion of stealing ideas or words is not only modern, it is also
profoundly Western. Students from certain Middle Eastern, Asian, and
African cultures are baffled by the the notion that one can "own" ideas,
since their cultures regard words and ideas as the propertyofall rather than
as individual property. (As theories of the social construction of knowl
edge, applied to composition theorybyKenneth Bruffee,begin to moveour
Western notion of individual ownership of ideas toward a more collective,
collaborative model, we may need to change our Western stance on the
owning and sharing of ideas.) Furthermore, how one treats authoritative
texts is very different in different cultures. Chinese student Fan Shen tells
us that he was confused when his writing teacher in this country told him
to "be yourself," when his culture's political and literary tradition required
modesty, self-effacement, and deference to authority. "I remember in
China I had even committed what I can call 'reversed plagiarism'--here, I
suppose, it would be called 'forgery'--when I was in middle school:
willfully attributing some of my thoughts to 'experts' when I needed some
argumentsbutcouldnot find a suitablequotation from a literaryor political
'giant' "(460).

International students are not the only oneswhoget into trouble over
documentation conventions. Students often come to us from high schools
where they have written papers by carefully copying information from
encyclopedias, as Dant points out. But that strategy no longer works for
them in college, and students not only have to learn new strategies, they
have to un-learn the old. Whenstudents like this are accused ofplagiarism,
they become confused, hurt, and discouraged; sometimes they even drop
out of school. In Lives 011 the Boundilry, Mike Rose describes such a student,

12

a young woman he calls Marita. In freshman English her class had read a
discussion ofcreativity by Jacob Bronowski and were supposed to write
papers In which they agreed or disagreed with the scientist. Unsure that
her own views On cr~ativitywere ~f any worth, Rose tells liS, and wanting
to ~,o well on :~e aSSignment, Manta went to her local library and looked
up creatIVity In the encyclopedia. She found helpful information, some
of whIch she used, and she listed at the end of her paper her composition
textbook and the encyclopedia as sources.

What had she done wrong? "They're saying I cheated. I
didn't cheat." She paused and thought.

"You're supposed to USe other peopIe, and I did, and I put the
name of the book I used on the back of the paper."

The counselor handed me the paper. Itwas clear by the third
sentence that the wnting was not all hers. She had incorporated
stretches ofold encyclopedia prose into her paper and had guoted
only some of it. I couldn't know if she had lifted directly or
paraphrased the rest, but it was formal and dated and sprinkled
with high-cultural references, justnot what you'd find in freshman
writing. I imagined that it had pleased her previous teachers that
she cared enough about her work to go find sources, to rely on
experts .... [H]er conscientiousness and diligence, her commit
mentto the academic way, must have been a great joy to those who
taught her. She shifted, hoisting herself back up from the recesses
of the counselor's chair. "Are they going to dismiss me? Are they
going to kick me out?" (179-180)

Students like the young woman Rose describes and our international
students with different cultural notions about sources do not need admo
nitions a.nd disciplinary action; they need further help with their leaming,
further instructIon In the social behavior of those engaged in scholarlv
conversation. .In some cases, they also need our sympathy and ou'r
interventIon With theIr teachers. To help students like these we need to
establish policies that allow the appropriate learning to tak~ place--that
allow students a chance to rewrite the patchwork paper, learning through
reVISion how to document correctly.

When a paper that seems to consist of unacknowledged guotations is
brought to us, how can we tell that the student didn't really mean to
plagiarize? We cannot completely understand students' intentions, of
course, any more than we can always understand our own. But we can
come close in our role as facilitator of communication by simply talking to

13
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students as well as to their teachers. I always begin by telling students that
there have been some questions raised about their paper and then (very
kindly) asking them to tell me how they wrote the paper; the process tells
much about the final product. I usually find that the intentional plagiarist
has almost nothing to say about the process of writing the paper, since he
or she didn't really write it. Then I ask the student (sometimes less kindly
and more insistently) to explain specific parts of the paper to me; at this
point the real cheaters react eitherwith belligerentnon-complianceor--less
often--sheepish admission. But when I talk to students who have not
plagiarized intentionally, they tell me readily about their sourcesand about
the process of researching as well as writing the paper. They are not
belligerent so much as hesitant and uncertain. In these conversations, I
usually find what others have found (Brown, McCormick): even when
these students have received intensive instruction in how to document
sources, they are still confused about how and where to document. In cases
like these, the WPA meets with the student and the teacher, facilitating the
conversation and helping them decide together how a required rewrite of
the paper should proceed.

But sometimes when I talk to a student like the one mentioned in the
opening paragraph, a student whose writing shows dramatic improve
ment, I find something quite different. I find that the studentbecame very
interested in the topic while researching it and now wants to discuss it
endlessly with me; or [ discover he went to the writing lab for help with
organizing his ideas and found a tutor who helped him think about the
paper in a new light; or he tells me that in our computer lab he was taught
how to revise his papers, somethinghe had never done before, and revised
this one five times. Inshort, Ifind thatthe student learned somethingabout
the writing process in his composition class, and on the paper in question
he was putting that learning to use. His writing really did improve as a
result. What does one do in a case like that? In the role of facilitator, the
WPA congratulatesboth the teacherand thestudentfora job welldone, and
quietly celebrates.
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Speaking-Writing Curricula:
New Designs on an Old Idea

Bennett A. Rafoth and Donald L. Rubin

Relationshipsbetweenspeakingand writing have interested, and puzzled,
educators for a long time. We say that good writing projects "voice" and
good writers havean "ear," and weencouragestudents to read theirpapers
aloud when revising. Perceived similarities between speech and writing
can quickly dissolve into differences, however: The writer who says, "My
problem is that [write the way I talk" usually doesn't, and the speaker who
talks the way he writes usually shouldn't. When speaking and writing
instruction is constrained by separate assignments, courses, and depart
ments, as it is in many institutions, students do not experience the comple
mentary nature of oral and written language. The reasons for this separa
tion, along with current trends whichargue for greater integration, deserve
more attention from program administrators.

There is now a sizeablebody ofresearch on relationshipsbetween oral
and written language, but the impact on writing programs is hard to
discern. For example, recent composition textbooks show little indication
of a trend toward integrated speaking-writing instruction. Elsewhere,
though, there Is interestand activity. Two recent titles published by NCTE,
Perspectives on Talk and Learning (1990) and Talking to Learn (1989), show an
abiding professional interest. In addition, the annual CCCC call for
proposals frequently lists relationshipsbetweenspeaking and writing, and
evidence of innovative speaking-writing assignments, courses, and pro
grams in schools and colleges is not hard to find, as we will show in the
results from a national survey we conducted. For program administrators
who have developed or perhaps only pondered ways of relating speaking
and writing, weexamineforces that separatespeakingand writing instruc
tion, purposes for integration, and finally, options in assignments, courses,
and programs based on our survey of writing program administrators.

Forces of Separation

At the college level, the division ofinstruction between speech and writing
has tended to follow departmental boundaries. This division appeared in
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the split between NCTE and its speech contingent in 1914, but its roots go
much deeper. In "Where Do English Departments Come From?" William
Riley Parker noted that modern-day English departments trace their
origins to the ancient study of rhetoric. In the nineteenth century, rhetonc
became associated with oratory and then elocution. This thinning of the
curriculum led eventually to the demise of elocution and speech training
in American colleges and a flight of teachers away from oratory toward
imaginative literature. Eager to disassociate themselves from elocutionyet
unhappy abouttheirlack of representation in the NCTE, thefoundersof the
Speech Association of America in 1914 left composltlOn--rhetonc not
intended for oral delivery--to Enghsh, whIch wasconsohdatinglts ldentIty
in literatIlfe. By the early part of this century, English had relegated
composition and whatever speech instruction it retained to orphan status.
Right or wrong, a perceived separation ofspeaking and wntmgperslsts, as
reflected in the Engineering Accreditation Code, which states that speech
coursesare considered skill-centered and cannotcount toward graduation.
The Code requires nine hours of composition, though, which is listed as a
humanities rather than a skills course.

Over the years, curricula for introductory speech courses have
evolved differently from those for freshman composition. As Russell Long
has explained, speech retains its classical focus on agonistic discourse,
which operates in a world of competing theses and antitheses (222). The
result is often an adversarial model for discourse that teachesstudents how
to structure arguments, identify fallacies, and refute counterarguments.

Composition studies have, of course, brought renewed interest in
rhetoric, including speech (for example, Elbow, 1985). In her 1985 CCCC
convention address, Maxine Hairston urged composition faculty to real
linn connectionswithspeechdepartments inorder to lorge alliances lor the
teaching of composition. Composition has adopted rhetoric on its own
terms, however, and so the typical speech curriculum may be seen as out
01 step with contempory college writing (Tchudi and Mitchell 283-4). Not
surprisingly, most current textbooks. in speech and in writing--rough
gauges 01 prevailing practices--pay httle attentIon to speakmg-wntmg
relationships, though notableexceptionshavebeen Bruffee's A Short Course
and Katula,Schultz, and Schwegler's Communication. Introductory speech
texts typically concentrate on platform speeches delivered lrom formal
outlines prepared as homework, while freshman composition texts now
promote a multitude of planning strategies and publishing alternatives.

Iii

Perhaps the greatest differences between speech and composition
curricula lie in different approaches to intervention and evaluation. It
would be wrong to suppose that the field of speech communication is
unfamiliar with the notion of process. Process models of communication
revolutionized that field in the 1960's (Berlo) and are well represented in the
theory chapters thatbegin many speech textbooks (see Lucas, for example,
as one of the most widely used texts). Nor would it be correct to imagine
that speech teachers are unfamiliar with the conferencing roles that many
writing teachers use; many speech teachers use face-to-face meetings with
students in selecting topics and providing feedback. Still, speech teachers
have a single, fast-fading performance to observe, and speech classes often
become preoccupied with perfonnance-cum-product and with a single
summativeevaluation. (Perhaps as a partial antidote to this problemmany
speech instructors religiously require written outlines, often submitted
days in advance.)

Writing teachers, by contrast, are privy to students' notes, jot lists,
journal entries, and drafts, often relying more on in-process evaluations
than on summative evaluations of final products. In fifty hours of class
time, the compositionclass spends much timeforming text, the speechclass
in performing text. In a class of twenty-four students, it takes about four
one-hour periods to complete a single round of seven-minute speeches.
And that crucial difference implies a wide gulfseparating the in-class roles
of writing teachers and speech teachers.

Purposes for Integration

At the pre-collegiate level, integrated language arts curricula have been
important for decades. According to Arthur Applebee, in 1940 the NCTE
committee on Basic Aims for English Instruction in American Schools
emphasized the four fundamental language arts of reading, writing,
speaking, and listening, noting that language "is a basic instrument in the
maintenance of the democratic way of life" (159). Today, many states now
mandate instruction in speaking and listening as part of the language arts
curriculum. In NCTE's 1986 Recommended English Language Arts Curr;CII
lum Guides K-12, sixty percent of the recommended guides involve speak
ing and writing, and lorty percent explicitly mention integrated speaking
and writing.

illl
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Interest in speaking-writing curricula at the college level may be
growing, often now as part of theoretical developments and the general
thrust toward literacyeducation. Writing researchershave recognIzed that
traditional separations between speaking and wrItmg Instruction under
mine vital connections. As Richard Stack has noted, the essence of good
writing, both in its form and process, is conversation: :'As writing moves
away from conversation, as it ceases to be aware ofbemg lIstened to, as It
ceases to incorporate the responses of the other..., it moves away from Its
center and origin" (377). To this could be added the Idea that speech, m Its
various manifestations, is essential to thought. As Kenneth Bruffee ob
serves,

our task must involve engaging students in conversations among
themselves at as many points in both the writing and readmg
process as possible.... The way they talk with each other deter
mines the way they will think and the way they wIll WrIte. (641-2)

The potential instructional uses of ordinary conversation in the
classroom (NCTE's Talking to Learn, for example) and m teacher-student
conferences and peer tutoring (Harris's Tcaching One-to-One and Relgst~d

& McAndrew's Training Tutors, for example)havebeen Illustrated m detaIl.
In addition, Ernest Boyer's Carnegie Commission report College: The
Undergraduate Experience in America caJls for more resources dIrected at
instruction in writing and speaking, whIle alumm and employer surveys
regularly show that the ability to think on one's teet and to artIculate Ideas
in a clear and cogent manner are highly valued. Some campuses have
recognized the need. At the University, of Minnesota, for example, the
Robinett Committee wrote in 1982 that wrIting and speakmg professors
must coordinate their instruction withdisciplinary departments and share
their special knowledge of language skills with facuI~, interested m
incorporating speaking and wntmg mto theIr classrooms.

For years, at teachers' meetings, workshop~:an~,conferences,as well
as in literature reviews of ERIC (we counted 87 hIts m our ERIC search
of speaking-writing theory and practices covering 1976 to 1985) and
teaching-oriented journals,1 a surprising number of mstructors regularly
claim to use speech activitiesand to be aware of Important theoretIcallmks
between speech and writing. Several decades ago, the Rhetonc program
at the University of Iowa gained distinction for combmmg speech and
writing into a freshman rhetoric program. For the past 25 years at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, studentshave been able to
fulfill their composition requirement by takmg eIther the EnglIsh
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department's composition course (Rhetoric) or the Speech department's
integrated speaking-Writing course (Verbal Communication); the speak
ing-writing course enrolls about one-third of freshman students (Rafoth).

While most instructors understand the benefits of teaching both oral
and written language, they may lack a sense of how to apply this under
standing in their own courses much beyond involving students in discus
sion sessions or requiring a speech. Indeed, it can be difficult for course
planners and program administrators in composition or elsewhere to
locate any practical, ra tional framework for extendingwriting into speech.
Existing speaking-Writing courses have a relatively low profile in our
profession. Moreover, it is sometimes hard to recognize, in the absence of
familiar models, just how one's courses or programs are already engaged
in speaking-writing instruction, or how to achieve greater influence over
the naturally-occurring relationships between talk and writing that stu
dents are already immersed in.

Options for Organizing Courses

Any serious attempt to integrate oral and written communication must
consider how factors like assigned work and its evaluation crystallize the
roles of speech and writing. For example, if students are assigned an
interview as part of a research paper, then the interview becomes a focus
for instruction, such as scripting and role-playing an interview schedule.

These innovations require course restructuring, which may range
from minor tinkering with course requirements to more radical design.

1. Tacking speech assignments onto the composition course. A superficial way
of incorporatingoral communication into composition courses is to replace
an essay assignment withan informal speech. A better idea is to link the
speech to an essay, as when, for example, a persuasive speech follows a
persuasive or a deliberative essay. But because speech in this type of plan
is plainly an add-on activity with little time given to the process of
developing the speech, students can be expected to have many delivery
problems, including stage fright, and to question why a writing course
requires them to do speeches. The problem is similar to the kind of stilted,
error-filled essaysproduced byinexperiencedwriters. ReqUiring students
to give a speech without providing process-oriented instruction is likely to
be as counterproductiveas traditional writingcurricula thatsimply require
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them to produce essays. In short, it is likely that a tack-on approach will
do more harm than good.

2. Identifyingoral communicationactivities that support composition. Manyoral
activities are useful in promoting academic writing. Some use speechas an
adjunct to writing, such as reading aloud to detect errors or conducting
interviews to gather information. Someuse speech to supplantparts ofthe
composing process, such as peer questioning (for instance, How is your
first sentence related to your second?) Some oral activitiesencouragewhat
Peter Elbow describes as "live mental events" (298), which help students
to get their meaning integrated more into their words and help readers to
feel more involved in the transaction of meaning. Much of this sort of
talking-to-write is already being done in composition classes. What's yet
to be done, as Elbow makes clear, is to find ways of highlighting the
importance of these activities and making them occasions for critical,
reflective thinking about composing.

3. Teaching discoursejunctions and processes across oral and written modes. The
most radical restructuring results when instruction isorganized around the
ways language functions: for example, to recountobservations (reporting),
to recount patterns of events (narrative, history), to unite individuals
(audience appealand identification), to argue for change(persuading), and.
so on. When functions become the focus, then the choice of speaking or
writing depends not upon whether the course title is Speech or Composi
tion, but upon the situation: Is it better to call or write, to meet or memo?
How does one prepare for a meeting by orienting others with written
materials provided in advance?

What makes this approach most radical, however, is the potential
effect on thinking and learning at the level of process (Rubin). From the
early stages of writing to final revision, speech gives verbal substance to·
fleeting thoughts without committing them to paper, while drafting gives
permanence without having to go public. As Elbow ("Shifting") points out,
writingand speakingcan be bothephemeral and permanent, dependmgon
when and how we use them.

It is not only students who must become adept at moving between
speech and writing, though. Instructors must also attend to how learning
functions inonemode or the other. Dependingon the student, some things
mav be easier to learn in one modality than another, such as learning to
arg~e first in speech and then in writing. In courses organized in this
manner, students would sometimeswrite-to-speak and sometimes speak-
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to-write. The point to be emphasized in all this is the developmental
process one undergoes either in speech or in writing to draw out the best
ideas, manifest them in a channel that is best for the situation, and
understand ways of revising in both channels--through self-reflection,
response, and learning from experience.

Examples of Programs and Resources

Curricula that incorporate speaking and writing must be tailored to local
needs and resources. There may be no single, ideal way of going about it.
In order to entertain alternatives, however, it may help to think about two
dimensions for curriculum p larming: the extentor scope ofchange and the
specialized needsofparticular fields ofstudy. We describe below examples
of both, based on materials we solicited in our survey. Our purpose is
simply to report examples which seemed illustrative orotherwise interest
ing. (We use past tense in our descriptions because changes may have
occurred since our survey.)

1. Extentofchange. Speakingand writing mayenter the curriculum through
one assignment, one course, or an entire program. Consider one example
ofan assignment that integrated various kinds ofspeakingand writing. In
an industrial psychologycourse taughtby Henry E. Klugh at Alma College
in Alma, Michigan, students were required to write abstracts of journal
articles and then to make oral presentations that explain the research and
answer questions. In the first two oral presentations, each student gave an
informal presentation to a small group, followed by question-answer
discussion. In the final two, the student stood before the class in a formal
presentation with hand-held notes for a ten-minute delivery with hand
outs.

A course at J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College in Richmond,
Virginia, taughtbyJohn Fugate, shows how an entire course drew together
speaking-writing relationships. The course, "Communications for the
JusticeSystem," was designed for prospective police officers and involved
student-directed discussion, instructor lectures, report writing, watching
films and taking observational notes, and role playing for testimony in a
moot court. In these activities, studentsused written notes and documents
to support speaking events, and speaking events to produce written notes
and documents.
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Insomerare butnotablecases, entireprogramshave beendesigned to
embracethesynergyofspeaking-writing. AttheUniversityofPennsylvaniain
Philadelphia, theWriting-Across-the-UniversityProgram,directedbyPeshe
Kuriloff, offered anumberofcourses underthe rubricofProblem-Solvingina
HumanContext. OneexamplewasacourseentitledCommunicationsandEngineer
ingTechnology, wherestudentsparticipated ininformalwritingandspeaking
activities suchasconferences,discussions ofreadings,responses toclassmates'
writingandspeaking,collaborativewritingandspeaking,andcompilingportfolios.
Theassigned readingsinthiscoursespanneda rangeofapproaches,fromjames
Adams' Conceptual Blockbusting to Robert Pirsig'sZen and theArtofMotorcycle
Mailltenallce and AlanTrachtenberg's Brooklyn Bridge: Fact and Symbol.

2. The secolld dimension for curriculum planning illvolves specialized needs in
particular fields ofstudy. The professional practices in any field often have
conventions for speaking and writing different from those in other fields.
As a result, faculty and students in majors courses often have difficulty
transferring skills learned in freshman compositionor introductory speech
courses to the specialized writing and speaking in a given discipline.
Moreover, atrophy occurs when there is too little practice after the intro
ductory course.

This was the reasoning behind the establishment at DePauw Univer
sity in Greencastle, Indiana, of a discipline-based instructional plan for
writing, quantitative reasoning, and oral communication. The intent was
to give students opportunities to demonstrate ability in these areas during
their four years. DePauw's Economics department, for example, devel
oped specially- targeted courses for each of the abilities. Once students
took or tested out of two developmental English courses, freshman and
sophomores could enter an Economics writing course, where they would
use prewriting activities like brainstorming and then write essays to
reexamine their beliefs about economic practices. To enter the oral
communication course in Economics, juniors and seniors first had to pass
an informal screening procedure that involved instructors' recommenda
tions combined with students' self-reports of their speaking and listening
abilities; those who did not pass the screening were directed to an oral
communication workshop or lower-level speech course.

Economics ofHuman Resources was onecourse where students who
passed the eligibilityscreeningcould become "certified" in their discipline
specific oral communication requirement. The course had three oral

activities required for each student: an oral presentation based on an
assigned reading, one based on a research paper, and class participation.

Survey of Writing Program Administrators

In a national survey of college-level writing program administrators, we
gathered data which indicates that speaking-writing curricula at the
college level are not rare, and that they involve a range of communication
actIVlties--monologic, dyadic, small-and large-group. The results showed
a variety of undergraduate courses or programs aimed at cultivating the
mtellectual, sOCial, and aesthetic qualities that administrators believe that
integrated speaking and writing instruction can promote. The survey also
offered some s~nseof how far theories relating oral and written language
have made their way mto undergraduate curricula: the notion of inner
speech as integral to the thinking required for writing (Vygotsky), the role
of peer response groups for writing (Bruffee; Elbow), the enhancement of
perspective-taking (Kroll; Rubin and Dodd), and so on.

.The survey was mailed to the 410 writing program administrators
who m 1988 belonged to the Council of Writing Program Administrators'
fifty-nine percent responded (n=241). The purpose of the survey was t~
gain somesense of the kinds ofspeaking-writing activities that students are
taught, to gather sample syllabi and course materials which describe these
activities, and to identi.fy obstacles which program administrators per
ceived in developing speaking-writing curricula. Respondents held a
variety of administrative roles in writing or freshman writing (60%),
writing centers (22%), writing across the curriculum (8%), developmental
programs (3%), or "other" (e.g, creative writing, argumentation and
debate, problem-solving) (7%).

Forty-two percentof the respondents indicated that their institutions
offered courses in which at least ten percent of instructional time was
devoted to speaking and writing activities integrated in a deliberate,
theory-based manner. Another forty-three percent reported no such
courses, and the remaining fifteen percent indicated insufficient knowl
edge to answer the question.

Respondents listed specific courses or programs which integrate
writingand speaking. These included freshman and non-freshman writing
courses (including advanced composition), technical writing, speech or
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communications, and a variety of"other" (literature, seminars,persuasion,

ESL, history, management,engineering). They also named writing center,

tutorial,or workshop programs.

When asked about the kinds of speaking-writing activities students

engaged in, Group discussion for invention or revision was the most frequent

response, followed by Oral presentations that also involve a writmg assign

ment. Othercommon responses among the options surveyed included Peer

tutorials, [ntemiews, and Reading essays aloud. The least common responses

included Role-playing leading to writing and Lectures which compare/contrast

speaking and writing.

Conclusion

Administrators in our survey identified actual or potential obstacles for

integrated speaking-writing instruction as involving too much class time,

too much instructor resistance, too many problems of "turf," and too little

know-how for designingsuch courses. With the exception of "turf," it may

be worth noting that new-paradigm approaches to the teaching ofcompo

sition once struggled against similar obstacles.

Ultimately, the question is not whether itis easy to change a curricu

lum but whether it is desirable to do so. No doubt integratingspeaking and

writing is one of many worthwhile innovations, and good composition

courses require more than integration. We have tried to show that both

theoretical and practical interest in this area is greater than might be

expected, and that there are good reasons for further exploration.

Note

1. See, for example, Rafoth,Saunders,Klugh,Field etal.,Meyers,Glassmanand Farley.
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Finding Out What They Are Writing:
A Method, Rationale and Sample
for Writing-Across-the-Curriculum
Research

Brian Huat

Typically in our composition classes we are told by freshmen or sopho
mores that they do little or no writing for their other courses. From
conversatlon, anecdote, and writing-across-the-curriculum literature, we
know that these statements about the dearth of writing in other disciplines
is unfounded. However, English teachers' knowledge about the kinds of
writing demands and expectations students face in various disciplines is
sketchy at best. Most English faculty have little or no idea what kind of
writing engineering, biology, or social work students are asked to do. To
bolster this knowledge about writing in other disciplines, I propose a
systematic means for talking to faculty and administrators across campus
about what their students are writing, what purpose this writing has, and
what expectations students are asked to meet as they write across the
disciplines. Such a discussion assumes that there is a hidden writing
curriculum in each department, college, or school. The purpose of this
article is to detail a method and rationale for unearthing these hidden
curricula to provide the information necessary for informed decisions
about the teaching of writing throughout the university.

Rationale

Reasons for gathering information about the writing students complete in
their disciplines can be related to the general mission of a writing-across
the-curriculum (WAC) program. The growth and popularity of WAC
programs are well known to writing program administrators. Using
writing as a tool for learning and emphasizing writing skills through
writing-intensive courses are answers to those who lament the lack of
writing skills in college students. WAC programs assume that we cannot
separate form and content in language any more than we can isolate
learning from the language used to communicate or display it.
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The movement known as WAC has beenorganized atthecollege level
for over ten years, and schools with such programs number over 100
(Griffin; Haring-Smith and Stern). The literature available in scholarly
articles on WAC is fairly extensive (Anson, "Writing Across the Curricu
lum"). However, much of the work merely describes what has been done
at other colleges or is "discursive and testimonial" (Anson, "Toward a
Multidimensional Model" 3). Nevertheless, WAC literature does cover a
wide range of topics and concerns. There are articles about the role of a
writing center within a WAC program (Griffin), and articles detailing the
importance of using writing to learn across the discipline (Fulwiler,
"Writing"; Emig; Cooper). Griffin describes the many WAC programs that
are in place and outlines the essential components of a successful WAC
program. Fulwiler ("Showing not Telling") and Herrington ("Writing to
Learn") write about the mosteffective ways to conduct faculty workshops,
and Eblen reports research concerning the resistance of content-area
faculty to WAC programs. There is also some interesting research describ
ing the use of writing within specific disciplines (Herrington, "Teaching
Writingand Learning"; Johnstone; Williamson). However, scant informa
tion exists about the types of writing students are expected to complete
within various disciplines, nor are there detailed methods for gathering
such information.

ToestablishWAC programssensitive to the needs ofa specific college
or university, we should not rely on the descriptions and testimonials of
programsestablished elsewhere. Weshould basedecisionson information
about the role of writing within specific disciplines at particular institu
tions. No catch-all plan ofaction is appropriate for all disciplines, schools,
and students. Before we can begin to build courses sensitive to the needs
of various disciplines or to advise schools or colleges about writing in their
areas, we first need to know what writing skills students are expected to
possess, what skills faculty across the disciplines are attempting to teach,
and how successful students are in learning to write for their chosen
disciplines. This information involves knowing what assignments stu
dents are writing, in what sequence, and for what purposes. To conceptu
alize the writingdemands ofvarious areas requires first determining what
writing tasks are part of a school or college's curriculum, how these tasks
become progressively more difficult, and what skills students should
possess in order to be successfulwriters within theirrespective disciplines.

The reasons for conducting such research are simple. English faculty
and administrators seek to prepare students in compositioncourses for the
writing demands they will face in their disciplines. To serve the needs of
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faculty and students across a university campus, a WAC program needs
information about the curriculum its students are being prepared for.
WAC program planning and development can and should be informed by
input from all schools and colleges, so that decisions are based upon the
needs of the entire university community.

In addition to providing an inventory of writing activities for each
school, college or department, this research details faculty expectations
and student performance, creating the beginning of a dialogue between
disciplines and the WAC program. In previous experiences with invento
rying writing tasks, I learned a great deal about the students, mission, and
goals ofeach discipline. As well, college orschool representatives gathered
much information about the WAC program and the English Department.
All involved in this conversation discovered that we had much in common
with ourcolleagues throughout the disciplines. We shared our assessment
of students and our vision for better student writing through cooperation
and increased attention to the reading, writing, and thinking skills neces
sary to produce effective academic texts.

Not only did this research begin dialogues between the disciplines
and the WAC Program that we hoped would continue, we also saw the
beginningofa new dialogue within the colleges and schools themselves. As
faculty members talked about courses, writingassignments, and students,
other faculty heard such information for the first time. We witnessed
faculty talking to each other and being surprised atthe activities that were
taking place in other areas of the curriculum. Teachers were supportive of
each other and genuinely impressed with the wealth ofwriting activity. In
at least two instances, faculty initially critical of our desire to talk to them
later admitted how informative the session had been and how much they
had learned about whatothers were doing in their school or college. These
conversations among faculty fostered interest and participation through
out the university, strengthening the role of writing in their respective
disciplines.

Methodology

Good WAC programs recognize and celebrate the diversity of universitv
communication. To get at the "hidden writing curriculum" in a depart
ment, school, or college, a measure that preserves the individual nature of
each discipline's curriculum had to be devised. The method "focused
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dialogues" refers to a group interview conducted with informants knowl
edgeable about a specific subject. This research technique combines the
direction and control of an interview with the openness, flexibility, and
conversational quality that characterizes a dialogue and encourages infor
mants to volunteer unsolicited information, usually considered to be
valuable and insightful (Miles and Huberman). The group of informants
for focused dialogues on writing usually consists of four to six faculty
members and administrators from a particular college or school. These
interviewees are chosen for their curricular knowledge and expertise. The
interview focuses on the writing tasks assigned within a curriculum. The
questions are designed to ascertain what tasks students are being asked to
complete, in what order these tasks are assigned within the curriculum,and
what skills students need to complete the writing assignments.

The research team consists of three members. Aprimary interviewer
gives instructions and asks the majority of the questions. A secondary
interviewer records the writing tasks and descriptive information on a flIp
chart or chalkboard, so it can be seen by the informants (a flip chart allOWS
the research team a portable record). Interviewees provide feedback as to
the accuracy of the information written down. The secondary interviewer
also assists in asking questions and getting clarifying information when
necessary. A third member of the team takes notes during the interview
(preferably inshorthand), so that the other two team members can focus on
interviewingand interacting. The three membersofthe research team meet
immediately after the interviews to compile a comprehensive and consen
sual record of the meeting.

After the team agrees on the accuracy and completeness of the list of
writing tasks, the list is sent to individual interviewees, who are asked to
amend or correct it. After getting feedback from the informants, the
research team can conclude that they have a representative picture of the
"hidden writing curriculum" within a particular discipline. Collecting
information about writing within the disciplines allows an institution to
contextualize its WAC program and create courses, workshops, and
agendas relevant to particular institutions, departments, faculty, and
students. Toprovide a clearer idea of the kinds of informationan inventory
of writing tasks can furnish, I will focus on the data collected from one
specificschool. Ihave decided to use information gathered fromtheSchool
of Social Work because it represents an area about which EnglIsh faculty
and writing program administrators typically have little knowledge and
because the data clearly show a "hidden writing curriculum." The writing
tasks outlined by the interview with Social Work faculty and administra-
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tors depict a strong developmental theme, wherein freshmen and sopho
mores are introduced to the writing, thinking, and research skills they will
be expected to use in tasks of greater complexity and sophistication.

School of Social Work

The School of Social Work scheduled its focused dialogue for one of its
normal curriculum committee meetings. Five faculty members and the
school's dean attended. From previous experience, I was aware of the
importance of having at least one administrator for each dialogue, since he
or she seemed able to provide -information across the curriculum and
beyond the scope of most faculty members. The interviewees presented
theIr matenal by classes, and they made a point ofshowing the connections
from one class to another, not only in terms of the writing that students
complete but in all class requirements and activities.

Freshmen social work students take a limited number of social work
courses, and consequently they have a limited number of writing tasks.
They are aSSigned a ten-to-twelve-page paper on a social issue or problem,
must have their topic approved and use library sources and APA format.
Students are expected to explore the topic and connect it to the profession
by USIng scholarly sources. The emphasis is on having students discover
ways to address problems in social work. Freshmen also make a presen
tation to the class based on interviews with profeSSional social workers,
sometimes including written handouts. Finally, freshmen write essay
examInatIOns WIth short answers based on field experience and observa
tions.

Sophomores are given a much wider range of assignments and a
variety of essay examinations. In one type of essay exam, they display
know ledge about historical facts and their application to the development
of the discipline. In another, students write an exam in response to a video
interview, drafting short answers to specific questions. Sophomores also
keep a journal or log of their experiences in a practicum lab COurse. Their
experiences can take the form of interviews, observations, group process
Ingorcomments about the agency ororganizationwhere they conduct their
fieldwork. These journal or log entries report what happened and also
include a student's reflections in preparation for summarizing their expe
riences at the end of the course. Sophomores also complete a census
assignment. examiningnumerical data for the purpose of interpreting it for
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clients and community. Students are expected to move from graphs to
tabulations and to describe the overall trends from thecensus data. Lastly,
sophomores wnte two kmds of papers. The first is a social problem paper
requmng them to descnbe an issue and to compare specifics within the
context of the problem. The second paper entails the analysis of a major
SOCIal pohcy. Students must use outside sources and show an understand
ing of theoretical policy. In this paper, they must move from simply
describing a situation to offering a viable analysiS of the social context
portrayed. This paper also marks students' introduction to the conceptual
framework that will be an important part of the writing they do as social
work majors. The conceptual framework is a standard set of straightfor
ward guidelines used to organize social work analyses and to solve
problems.

Juniors also write the analysis of a social problem paper using the
conceptual framework as well as essay exams applying theory to specific
cases. Using a one-page summary of a case with particular problems,
students choose one of the problems and describe what they would do and
why. Juniors write a two-to-three-page social interview paper using
supporting data, such as quotations, to tease out themes they can identify.
Students are furnished with outlines and review models. In these papers,
instructors ask for problem solving not reporting. Student groups of ten to
twelve also keep field-work journals in which they review what is going on
in their field work assignments. Students are asked to pick one or two
concepts and enter their thoughts in their journals, connecting the discus
sion with their own field work experience. The purpose of the assignment
is to integrate course work, field work, and discussion with their personal
and professional selves. Lastly, juniors write two critical reviews of
existing literature in social work. Based on course material, students are
given guided questions about a particular article, asking, for example,
whether the article tests a hypothesis or whether its data warrants the
presented conclusions. Sometimes an entire class will write on the same
article, and sometimes students are instructed to choose their own articles
which requires them to use library and research skills. This assignmen;
promotes the ability to read and understand professional research.

Seniors write case assignments of twelve to fifteen pages containing
full citations. They are expected to know what infonnation is necessaryand
how to collect it and to produce a clearstatement of the problem. Using the
appropriate concepts from the scholarly literature, students analyze the
problem and propose a viable solution. This writing task requires that
students assess the situation, recognizing and coping with complexity.

3(,

Students use the conceptual framework learned and practiced in earlier
assignments to organizeand focus their thinking. This writing assignment
furmshes a way for students to bring together their experiences and to
apply theory to a practical problem. Seniors also write a critique and
assessment of a field case in which they describe the treatment and assess
the outcome. They are expected to evaluate their use of the model rather
than the success ofthe treatment. Seniors analyze the process of working
m the fIeld byartIculating the theoretical background for professional
deCISIOns. Semors are also reqUlred to write field placement notes. The
format of the notes varies according to the agency at which students are
doing their field placement work Students have to write measurable goal
statements and practIce profeSSIOnal record keeping, which demands
concise style and the avoidance of evaluative or value-laden language.
Semors are expected to articulate their assessment, application, follow
through, decision making, and planning. They aresupposed to record their
process of thinking and to document why they made specific decisions.
Students produce treatment plans and assess the risk to the client orclients.
Finally, students are given a follow up of the census assignment first
aSSIgned m the sophomore year. Using the library, students review census
information and choose the track they wish to research. Seniors use this
information to produce a fifteen-page written and verbal presentation for
a specific audience, usually a community board or other pertinent agency.
In thiS presentatIOn, students synthesize data (so that the audience can
make social work decisions based upon their presentations) and analyze
their demographic descriptionwith thehelp ofcomputer-supportedgraphics
and overheads.

The Social Work School's list of writing tasks exhibits a fairly clear
se~se of the role of wnting wlthm the social work profession as well as
wlthm the school Itself. Writing is used as a professional tool for the
observation, assessment, and solution of social work problems. Students
learn how to record relevant infonnation and how to use their theoretica I
knowledge of the profession in application to practical situations. Writing
IS also used to mltIate the student mto the profession's scholarly activity.
SOCIal Work students learn how to read and write the academic prose that
reports on the research and develops the theory practitioners depend upon.

The school's invent?ry of writing tasks displays a strong develop
mental thread, fIrst teachmg students to understand and describe social
phenomenon. Early on, students are given the opportunity to practice the
type ofwriting they must master as professionals. Many of the assignments
gIven to sophomores and juniors harness writing as a learning tool,
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encouraging students to reflect on the process of their decision making. In
the junior and especially the senior years, students utilize their ability to
descnbe as they become responsible for analyzing and solving social work
cases. Throughout the curriculum in the School of Social Work, writing is
used as a vehicle for discovery and exploration, not just as a product to
display knowledge. The senior year contains many opportunities for
students to use writing as a professional tool. The wealth of writing tasks
and thevaried role ofwriting within the school'scurriculum reflect not only
the importance of writing in educating Social Work professionals but also
in the Social Work profession itself.

Summary

In terms of a WAC Program's mission to the university, the data the team
gathered affirm the initial assumptions that the schools and colleges across
a university campus have a firm commitment to fostering their student's
writing skills. More importantly, I was impressed with the integral role
writing plays in all the curricula examined, and especially in the School of
Social Work. This knowledge will not only help an institution to design
basic and upper-division courses taught within the university, butcan also
help us to Impress upon students that they will face a complicated set of
writing requirements no matter which discipline they choose. Iwould hope
that a partnership grounded in sharing informationacross programs could
foster a comprehensive opproach to writing that will enrich our students
and our programs.

In addition to the inventory of writing assignments described above,
it seems logical to include an examination of course syllabi, individual
interviews with faculty and students, and perhaps a questionnaire to a
large-scale student and faculty audience. This additional information
could confinn and enhance the data gathered with the focused dialogues.
The information generated by this research clearly indicates that there is,
indeed, "a hidden writing curriculum" in departments, schools, and
colleges beyond English or liberal arts.

Note

J wish to acknowledge financial support from the Writing Program at Syracuse
University for the research described in this article. Also at Syracuse University,
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I wish to thank Bronwyn Adam for research assistance and Louise Wetherbe€'
Phelps whose wisdom and vision guided my efforts.
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Competency Testing and the
Writing Center

Richard Leahy

Competency testing as part of a writing program makes many writing
center personnel uneasy. Used to helping with work-in-progress, they
dislike the idea of having to work with students whose main reason for
visiting the writing center is that they have failed an exam. 1want to argue
that writingcentersneed notbeconcerned thatanexam will"contaminate"
the center's work. The liability can easily be turned into an asset.

During the freshman English sequence at Boise State University,
students must complete two competency exams. The first, given in E-IOl,
is a six-part, 60-question multiple-choice exam, scored by computer,
coveringmattersofsentencestructure and usage. Itsmain purposeis to test
for editing and proofreading skills connected with grammar and usage.
The second exam, given in E-102, is an essay, scored holistically by the
English faculty and representatives from other departments. Both exams
are limited to 50 minutes.

On the first attempt, given in class, roughly half the students fail one
ormorepartsofthe 101 exam, and about a third fail the 102exam. Students
in 101 get two chances at retesting on the sections they have not yet passed,
and 102studentsgetonechance. All students must retest on their own time
during scheduled test dates. By the end of the semester about 70% have
passed the 101 and about 80% have passed the 102. Students who have not
completed the competency exam by the end of the semester are given
incompletes until they do pass. The university has now made the exams
mandatory for everyone graduating from BSU, even transfer students and
students returning after several years. These students pay a $10 exam fee
for each attempt. They are examined separately during the in-classexams
in a room set aside for the purpose.

ESL students take the same exams. On the essay they are given 2Y:>
hours. They have relatively little trouble with the 101 exam, but the 102
exam often requires multiple retests before they pass.

Thejobofpreparingstudents for these exams, particularly the retests,
falls to the Writing Center.
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Some writing center directors I've talked with are appalled that we
spend a large part of our time helping students prepare for the exams.
Others have been approving, even enthusiastic: "What a great idea! We
need that at our schoo!." And I can tell them, yes, competency testing does
do a certain amount of good as a screening and teaching instrument, and
it has certainly brought material benefits to our writing center.!

Indeed, we owe our very beginnings to the exam. Because the
administration approved of the tests so strongly, we have a decent space
and hard money to paywriting assistants. I was givenone courseof release
time per semester as director. And, since the writing center has in a sense
grown up with the exams, we have faced most of the possible tensions and
contradictions implicit in being a support center for them. My wrItmg
assistants and I have learned to take old ideas about testing and apply
modern approaches to the writing and editing processes. In doing so, we
have learned to do a better job in all our tutoring.

The E-101 exam and the Writing Center

The £-101 MCE tests for "minimal competency" in recognizing errors in
sentence boundaries (fragments and run-ons), subject-verb agreement,
verb form and tense, pronoun reference, words that sound alike (homo
phones), and conventions of commas and apostrophes.

When helping students with these six sections, we avoid whenever
possible teaching by means of traditional, prescriptive grammar. To pick
a painfully familiar example, but the one we deal with far more than any
other, we learned early on that telling students a complete sentence has a
subject and a verb is so abstract, it gives rise to a whole branching tree of
subsequent definitions. And the old saw that a sentence is a complete
thought, still perpetuated in the handbooks on our shelves, just doesn't
wash when a tutor is working one-to-one trying to help a client recognize

fragments and complete sentences.

Our experience has led us to understand the wisdom ofscholars such
,15 Patrick Hartwell and Glynda Hull, both of whom argue forcefully
against formal grammar instruction. Hull advocates replacing the tradi
tional taxonomies oferror with a taxonomy based on "whathappens when
a writer, acting as an editor, perceives an error in a text" (234). On this

principle, westart by giving our clients a chance to see how they function
as edItors. This IS m keepmg WIth ourgoal ofhelpingstudentsbecome more
mdependent as writers.

Our strategy is to give clients practice tests on the sections of the 101
exam they have trouble passing, which they score for themselves with an
answer key. We encourage them to figure out what they did wrong on the
questIOns they mIssed. Usually they figure out at least half their mistakes
on theIr own. We the~ can move on to the items they truly don't
understand. The mstrucl10ns we do give are based on the client's intuitive
sense of how the language works. For example, in the section on sentence
boundanes, we begm by saying, "Look at the sentence. Say it to yourself
Gut sense, now-- does it havea senseofcompletion, likea sentence? Ordoe~
It sound as If the audiotape broke before the sentence was finished? If it is
a sentence, can It be split into two sentences?" (King 269-271) A dTh "t " . n so on.

e gu sense approach still disturbs the more traditional among our
COmpOSItIOn faculty, but most of the time it works. (The material for this
approach IS taken from a book being developed by my colleague, Jay King.
Jay kmdly assented to let us use sections from the book in our MCE t d
packets:) Forclients who insiston rules, we getout the handbooks an~ ~el~
them WIth rules. IllS often more productive notto fightthe client's 'ish
but to offer both approaches and let the client choose. "es,

If it weren't for the MCE, we might not have focused on the non
grammal1cal approach to errors as much as we have. Ithas taught us to deal
WIth grammatICal aspects of drafts-in-progress in a more sensible way, a
way that helps clients learn to proofread their own writing more profi
Ciently.

The 102 exam and the Writing Center

The 102tesl, the essay, is a 50-minute exam which is holistically scored by
faculty, mostly from Englishbutalso from other departments. I~ thisexa~,
students respond to a SImple prompt which allows them to draw u )on
personal experIence. f

Ten years ago, when the Writing Center started helping students
prepare for the 102 essay, we would read a failing paper on th t d. d' . . e~o=
compose an mstant IagnOSIS, whIle the client sat watching and 't',
Th t d

. f wal mg.
a prove unsal1s actory,notso much because we feltthed' .lagrlosls was
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inadequate (though that was sometimes true) but because the clients were
not taking the process seriously enough. They seemed uninterested in
going over their papers to figure out how the writing might have been
improved. They also tended to blame the prompt; many of them ended
their tutoring sessions -- sometimes before the writing assistants were
ready to end -- with the offhand remark, "Well, next time maybe I'll get a
better topic." For the most part, they weren't interested in learning the
strategies for writing a timed essay.

In response to the problem, we made three procedural changes. First,
we consulted with the Director of Writing about cutting the number of 102
retests each semester from two to one, to encourage students to take the
preparation more seriously. He readily agreed, because three tests and
three scoring sessions per semester were becoming an administrative
nightmare for him. Second, we began requiring all clients wishing diag
noses of their 102 essays to make appointments a day or two ahead, rather
than taking them as drop-ins. We sign them up (with appointment slips,
an idea I borrowed from my dentist) for the following day or later. 'This
gave us time to pull the failing essays from the file and read them
beforehand (see Appendix A for the complete procedure). Third, we
developed an analysis form to use on the failing essays as an aid to the
tutoring sessions (see Appendix B).

These changes have improved the situation considerably, Our
clients, on the whole, have been taking exam preparation much more
seriously. The analysis form has since gone through many revisions,
becoming more concise and better tailored to the exam. An important
addition was the set of blank lines at the end. Writing assistants are
repeatedly reminded to write a paragraph of comments as well as circle
strengths and weaknesses.

The form is organized to help a writing assistant set the agenda for a
conference, As the discussion moves from column to colurrm, italsomoves
from larger to smaller matters, which is the same procedure we use with
drafts-in-progress. Our scheme is based on Reigstad and McAndrew's
higher-order/lower-orderconcerns: Focus/Ideas, Development/Organi
zation, Style, Correctness (115-119). Thus the client is made aware of the
order of priorities scorers have in mind when reading the paper -- and of
the priorities that should be set in other writing tasks as well.

Another purpose for requiring appointments is to "cool down"
writers who expect to come in for a quick fix of their exam-writing skills-
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- to be shown "everythingI did wrong." Weexplain that it will take us time
to do a careful analysis of both the strengths and weaknesses in their
writing, and it may take time and practice to work through the problems
they encountered while writing the previous exam. We also explain that
If there are multlple problems, the client should return for mOre visits and
probably write more than one practice exam before attempting the real
exama.gam.

We try to bring to 102 tutoring many of the same principles we use on
the writing our clients are doing for class assignments. The differences
aside, we can do much the same kind of questioning:

How did you go about writing the essay?

What do you see in it that you think is good?

What potential do you see for making the essay better?

We aim to get writers to talk about the writing they did on the exam
and find problems on their own with a minimum of instruction from us. It
~ightseem that such talk would be difficult, with the analysis form lying
nght there all filled out. lworried about this at first, but is simply hasn't
been a problem. We explam that the weaknesses identified on the analvsis
sheet are the ones the scorers probably found when they failed the paper.
They saw the paper as a product. We distinguish between that and the
process by which the paper was written and help the client make changes
m the process that will lead to a higher-scoring product.

Our procedures on the 102 exam have given the 102-exam tutoring
almost as much substance as the "regular" tutoring sessions in which we
work on drafts in,progress. Our clients benefit because their exam papers
are treated as wntmg that matters, not just an empty exercise. When we
teach them the process of writing to an exam prompt, we're also teaching
them something of how to write essay exams and how to apply a process
approach to other wntmg they do. The writing assistants benefit because
they can perceive their exam work as part of the same web of skills and
strategies they use in all their tutoring,

. The procedures have also relieved considerable stress on the writing
aSSIstants, who now have tnne to look at the Writing before meeting the
writer. They can consultwith each other over problem essays before
wnting responses on the d,agnostlc form -- which provides a valuable bit
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of collegiality among the staff. They can sketch out strategies for the
upcoming tutoring session. The "space" they gain from the procedure
helps them form an overview of the patterns ofproblems studentsencoun
ter in the essay exam, which further helps them develop strategies for the
tutoring sessions.

We try to limit l02-exam appointments to about five a day, out of
about twenty-five 50-minute appointment slots. This keeps the appoint
ment schedule open for drafts in progress, which always have the time
priority. Students preparing for the exam can afford to wait a bit, because
testing dates are two months apart, whereas class assignments typically
have one- or two-day deadlines. Besides, too much work with failed exams
tends to get the WA's down. They need the tonic of working with
developing drafts, successes in the making, rather than a steady stream of
clients who have failed an eXam -- no matter how upbeat they manage to
keep the sessions.

Since our fist big revision in procedure, we have made one more
important change. To help the writing assistants feel more comfortable
working with the 102exam,we began to involve them in the behind-scenes
process, from prompt design to scoring. At some of our weekly staff
meetings they examine and discuss setsof rangefinders to geta feel for how
the papers are scored. They try writing essays to new trial prompts. They
even brainstorm for new prompts; someof those they have thought up have
become actual exam prompts. They analyze papers at all levels, from 5 to
1, to understand how different kinds of problems affect scorers. After a
semester of experience in the writing center, some writing assistants take
part in the scoring sessions, as their class schedules allow.

When the writing assistants turn from exam scoring to tutoring, they
find the 102 exam a perfect opportunity to hone their coaching skills. At
leastonce aweek,a clientcomplains, 'Tm getting A'sonall myclass papers,
and [can't get a passing score on this dumb exam! [freeze up under the
pressure." In the face of test anxiety, the writing assistants have to be even
more supportive than usual. [overhear some of them rallying their clients
Ii ke athletic coaches before the big gymnastics or swimming match. One
of them, Tina, recorded a session in which she was attempting to buck up
a client whose main problem was test anxiety. (All writing assistants are
required to audiotape tutoring sessions periodically and confer with me
aboutthem.) The client had broughtin a practice essay, which she did not
feel good about. For the practice topic for which she had to describe "a
possession of yours that ownsyou," she picked smoking, even though she
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didn't smoke. She kept making negative statements like "[ couldn't think
ofa possession. I tried an outline, but there's noway I can write 350 words
on it. The paper is really stupid." Tina pointed out what good things the
client had done in the essay, then demonstrated (drawing a scheme on
paper as she talked) a strategy for writing the exam. The follOWing dialog
can't capture Tina's wonderful English accent, but [hope it conveys her
upbeat tone.

Tina: Let me show you my little quick way to pass the MCE 102 for
nervous people. You have awhole hour,and you're going to spend
the whole hour advantageously. For the first two minutes you're
going to read the questions, and you're going to underline and
number the parts to the answer. Then for eight whole minutes
you'regoingto write your outline. And when you're stuck, you can
try clustering, listing, questioning ... and next thing you know you
have 350words. lsn'tthatmagic how it works? [can't believe God
made it that way, but he did'

Client: You make it sound so easy.

Tina: It is easy. Look, you can take this sentence in your paper and
turn it into a whole paragraph by ....

Tina went on to demonstrate, then asked the client to try the same
with another sentence in her paper. She then said, "You explain to mewhat
you'Fe going to do." The client repeated the strategy.

This is only one small part of the extended coaching Tina gave this
client. Throughout, she maintained a "you can do it" tone, until the client
herself was saying, "Itshouldn't take that longtowrite." The athletic-coach
analogy isappropriate, because the writersare preparing for a performance
event, and they need just this kind of pep talk. The role of coach is one of
the many that writing assistants must play; it is seen nowhere else in such
a pure and enthusiastic form as when some of my writing assistants are
preparing clients to go in and write the essay exam.

Some reflections: The up side and the down side

Even though we have worked out these modi vivendi for dealing with the
competencyexams,every now and then westill have to pause and consider
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whether we're doing the right thing. Our inner critics ask, "Are we just
teaching to the test?" I can't deny this is true, to an extent. Our study
materials for the 101 exam deal onlywith the sound-alike words on the test
and none of the others that are commonly confused. So we include, for
instance, its/it's but not lose/loose. In tutoring sessions we tell clients not to
worry about some kinds of error which in other circumstances they have
good reason to worry about. In coaching for the 102 essay, we sometimes
teach a formulaic structure rather like the five-paragraph theme, which we
try to steer clients away from in their other writing. Thus we live rather
ambivalently with Richard Lloyd-Jones's observation that "a writing
sample is not real writing" (3). On one hand this is truth in packaging. We
avoid giving the impression that there are more thingsbeing tested for than
there really are. On the other, we worry about giving the impression that
once one has mastered the formula for the test, there is nothing more to
learn about timed writing. This is a tension we have learned to live with.

Still, we don't apologize for teaching to the test. For the 101 test, it
helps students learn certain points about sentence boundaries, etc., that
they need to know and hopefully will learn to apply to editing their own
writing. For the 102 exam, teaching to the test does help prepare students
for essay-exam situations. And it does give some students the confidence
they need, knowing that a timed writing task need not be intimidating if
they will justbreak it down into a series ofsteps, mostof which they already
know. Nor do we apologize for teaching a formulaic essay to clients who
need a formula in order to feel at all competent. And the writing assistants,
while teaching strategies for envisioning the overall essay in a timed
writing situation, enhance their own ability to see the overall focus and
structure of drafts-in-progress. We find support in the words of Daniel
Fader: "Unlike the process of directing one's teaching to an SAT or ACT,
the only way to teach toa writing test is to teach -assign, evaluate, discuss,
revise -- more writing" (80).

We take pleasure, moreover, in being abit subversive. Certainlyboth
tests are designed so that students must read directions carefully and
follow them -- so that, in a minor way, the exams also test reading. We try
to teach our clients how tobeat the systembylearninghow to read the tests.
For the 102, we tell them, "Look for these parts: 'Read and think about the
following' and 'Your essay should ....' The first part just sets the scene,
but the second partis theactua] assignment. The assignmentin turn always
has two parts; the first part usually asks you to describe, and thesecond part
usually asks you to explain."
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To beatthe system on the 101 exam, we teach some specific strategies
for the most troublesome sections. The sentence boundaries section, for
instance, is a paragraph made up of ten sentences. Students are asked to
distinguish sentences that are correct from those that are incorrect (frag
ments or run-ons). The paragraph form is intended to make the test more
difficult; studentshave to be careful not to bedistracted by the content. We
tell our clients to get around that by simply doing question 10 first, then
proceeding backward to question 1. That destroys the flow of the para
graph and helps them see the sentences as structures. On other parts of the
exam, we teach clients how to recognize obviously wrong answers. By
being slightly subversive, we are teaching some essential test-taking
strategies. As we saw with Tina's client, anxiety and lack of test-taking
strategy are impediments for some students.

Bypainting this positive pictureofourWriting Center's involvement
in competency testing, I don't mean to imply there aren't some problems
we haven't solved. Even these problems, however, do bring us some
indirectbenefits. Some ESLstudents have to retest four or five times before
passing the essay exam, even though raters tend to be more lenient with
them. From helping these students we learn about dealing with clients'
frustrations, to say nothing of the experiencewe gain helping ESL students
with English grammar. Another problem is that we are caught up in
administrative details concerning the exam. Malters have improved
somewhat now thatthere is a part-time secretary in the Composition Office
who manages the records. Still, when people want to find out exam dates,
rules and regulations, and scores -- or when they want to complain -- they
call us first. Usually one writing assistant handles the front desk, but that
person also takes drop-in clients and must interrupt tutoring sessions to
answerexam inquiries. Still, these studentsare makingsome direct contact
with the Writing Center, and a friendly greeting (even over the phone) is
one more PR opportunity for us. We make sure anyone who comes in
person with an inquiry leaves with one of our brochures.

A third problem is that the exam bestows on us the image of a first
aid station for wounded exam-takers. Even many English faculty, who
should know belter, only recommend the writing center to their st~,dents
for help with the exam. One consequence of this is that we have dropped
all mentionofthe examfrom our publicity, and instead vigorously promote
ourwork with writing-in-progress. Enough MCE business comes our wa v
without our advertising for it. The one exception is that we do offer
workshops beforeeachexam. The image problem is nothing new to writing
centers; to judge from articles in The Writing Lnb Ne,,,sletter and numerous
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conference presentations, the majority of writing centers are perennially
misunderstood as grammar fix-it shops anyway (North 433-435). Being
linked with the exam doesn't make matters that much worse, and it does,
as I mentioned, bring students in so that we can encourage them to come
back under happier circumstances.

In ten years we have managed not just to put up with the problems
inherentin competency testing, buttodomuch more. We'reconvinced that
some real learning takes place -- both for clients and writing assistants -- as
we prepare people for the exam. And we see many of them again with
drafts of papers for many different classes. Most important, from our
standpoint, is that by tutoring for the exams we continue to enhance our
general tutoring knowledge and skill. These are compelling reasons for us
to be gracious hosts to the MCE. I believe any writing center similarly
involved in competency testing can make assets out of most of the
liabilities.'

Notes

I. Readers may wonder what I reolly think ofour competency exams, and 1don't mind
saying. I'd like toseethe 101 multiple-choiceexameliminated,becauseits relatively small
benefits are not worth the hassle and anxiety it causes. It also is based on the premise
thatstudentswillcarry therecognitionofcorrectfonnsover into theirown writin&-which
is a dubiouspremise atbest. I'd like tusee the 102essayexam, ifwe keep itatall,changed
from "minimalcompetency" toamoregrown-uptestofwriting proficiency,eithera junior
level essay exam or some torm ofportfolio assessment (see BeLanoff). Plans are under
way to re-examine BSU'5 core curriculum; perhapsexiiirn reform can ride thecoattailsof
currirulumreforrn.

2. IwishtothankSusan Hudson,JayKing,andSusanMcLeod fortheirgenerous responses
to various early versions of this article.
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Appendix A
Tutoring to the 102 Exam

The 102 exam is an essay of about 350 words, which is scored holisticallv
by faculty. WAs are also included in the scoring when pOSSible. This is
beneficial for you as a WA because it gives you a sense of perspective on
what scorers look for.

At certain times each semester, a large part of what we do is help
clients prepare to pass the E 102 Competency Exam. There is a great deal
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to know about the exam, too much for this introductory handbook. You
will learn it gradually from experienceand from observingand talking with
the other WAs. This section will deal with the basics of our procedure.

1. When someonemakes an appointmentto go over a failed 102 paper,write
102 (be sure to circle it) on the appointment chart under the client's name.
We try to do all our 102 exam work by appointment, so that we'll have time
for a proper diagnosis of each paper before meeting with the client.

2. Pull the paper from the file -- preferably before the client leaves -- and
write the appointment date and time on the back.

3.1f you have time right then, read the paper and fill out a Diagnostic Chart
(found in one of the handout pigeonholes). Ifanother WA is also free, both
of you should read and discuss the paper.

4. On the diagnostic chart, be sure to check off strengths as well as
weaknesses. Add you own comments in the space on page 2 and sign the
comments. Don't mark on the paper itself. Attach the chart to the paper
and place it in the top tray on the desk.

5. When you have spare time, check the top tray for unread papers. WAs
working eveningsand early mornings should beespecially careful to make
sure all papers have been read for upcoming appointments.

6. Ifyou have an appointment to go overa 102 paper, read itbefore the client
arrives, along with the diagnostic sheet that has been filled out.

7. In tutoring clients on the 102 papers, it's helpful to start by asking how
they went about writing the essays. Their responses might tell you a lot
about what they did wrong and give you important clues for proceeding
with the tutoring session. Another important thing to look for is whether
the writer actually followed the assignment. It's always a good idea to pull
a copy of the assignment from the file during the session.

8. When the session is over, refile the paper in the alphabetical file. Also
refile papers of no-shows. Studentsare not allowed to take their papers out
of the Writing Center. The only exception is when an instructor has
specifically requested to borrow the student's paper for a private confer
ence. Xerox copying of 102 papers is never allowed except for training
purposes.
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9. If you just can't figure out why a paper failed, ask another WA for help
on it. Ifyou have serious doubts that a paper should have faIled at all, gIve
it to the Writing Center Director or the Director of WrItmg.

Appendix B
E-I02 Competency Exam - Analysis Chart

BSU Writing Center

1. Focus / Ideas

Strengths

The essay follows the assignment and answers both parts.

Theessay really says something. It gives the impression that the writer
is going somewhere with the ideas.

The main idea iscarried forward bya succession of relevant supporting
ideas.

The writingshows an unusual or surprising perspective on the subject.

Weaknesses

The essay does not clearly address the assigned topic.

The essay does not answer both parts of the assignment.

The essay (or part of it) seems to be mainly filling paper rather than
really saying something.

The reader must get past the introduction before knowing where the
essay is going.

Lack of supporting ideas creates a bare-bones, unsatisfying effect.
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2. Development/Organization

Strengths

Details and examples are appropriate and clearly related to the ideas
they support.

The idea in each paragraph is finished out before the paper goes on to
the next paragraph.

The essay has a clear order that is easy to follow.

Paragraph divisions clearly indicate changes in topic.

Weaknesses

The development is inconsistent; partsofthe paperare fully developed
while other parts are skimpy.

Details and examples are not clearly related to the ideas
they support. The paper may lapse into a mere narrative that is not
clearly focused on an idea.

Details and examples are not really specific.

Some paragraphs end before their ideas have been finished out.

Haphazard organization makes the essay hard to follow.

Too many paragraph divlsions
-Or-

too few paragraph divisions make the supporting parts of the essay
hard to distinguish from one another.

3. Style

Strengths

Sentences are varied in length and structure.
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Important words and ideas get clear emphasis.

Word choices are accurate.

Word choices are appropriate to the context, not too casual and not
pmnpous or too formal.

Weaknesses

Allsentencestend tohave thesamelengthandpattem.

Sentencestendtobeshortand choppy.

Sentencestend tobe longand stringy,withpartsnotclearlyrelated toeach
other.

Someword choices are unclearorinaccurate.

Somewordchoicesare toocasualortoo formal for the context.

4. Correctness

Strengths

Instructions have been followed (write in ink,skip everyother line,etc.)

There are no errors (or very few) to distract the reader.

The handwriting is easy to read.

Weaknesses

Instructions have not beenfollowed (write in ink, skip everyother line,
etc.)

The reader is distracted by:

Sentence-levelerrors (fragments, run-ons, comma splices, subject-verb
agreement, confused sentence structures, etc.)
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Punctuation errors

Spelling errors

The handwriting is illegible or hard to read.

SUGGESTIONS, _

Analysis by
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WPA on Campus

Parallel Academic Lives:
Affinities of Teaching Assistants and
Freshman Writers

Thomas E. Recchia

Mike Rose in Liveson the Boundarysuggests that most first year students are
under-prepared, given their difficulty in acquiring the critical literacy
necessary for a fully-realized university education. "It is a source of
exasperation to many freshmen/' Rose writes, "that the university is
predisposed to question past solutions, to seek counterexplanations--to
continually turn something nice and clean and clear into a problem" (189).
The students inRose's discussion seem totally innocent (in terms ofcritical
consciousness), and their experience of the fundamental"critical stance" of
university work feels like a fall, a loss of innocence. When even quite
successfulhigh school students, who have succeeded by memorizing facts
and by mining sources for ideas to parrot, realize the difficulty of learning
how "touse knowledge creatively" (191), they feel a senseofestrangement.
The rules have suddenly changed, and they're not quite sure what the new .
rules are. They wanttheirexpectations met; they desire the certainty of the
familiar. Rose suggests that the university fails to serve students ad
equately because most courses "are not taught explicitly and self-con
sciously as courses on how to think as a chemist or a psychologist or a
literary critic" (191). We can infer that if Rose is right, then most teachers
neglect to consider the relationbetween the conceptual frames (the theory)
and the facts (thepractice) of their disciplines. Without the theory, itis clear
that the transmission, critical application and, ultimately, positive transfor
mation of the practice are difficult to achieve.

II

In Rose's formulation, then, teaching writing involves the develop
ment ofa critical consciousness. In the context ofacademic writing we can
say that critical consciousness embodies the following abilities: to construe
the contours of an argument, the structure of a text, the inner dynamics of
a system, and the shape and project ofa discipline; to test applications and
probe for weaknesses of an argument, text, system, and discipline; and to
function within a discipline with some consciousness of its limitations and
its further possibilities. Critical consciousness is thus a significant goal of

I
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a university education, and teaching writing can be the central means
through which that goal can be achieved. Consequently, it may seem that
the task of the writing teacher is truly daunting, an unreasonable burden
to put on the shoulders of the least experienced teachers in the university
community: graduate students.

The situation of new graduate students in particular is similar to the
situation of freshmen, since both are going through a major transi tion from
one institutional context to another. Both are trying to navigate in what
seems to be a new discursive world where language is used in unfamiliar
ways, where the demands for attentive reading, detailed analysis, and
critical response seem to be increasing tenfold. Both are losing a sense of
thelt competence as more demands are made on their critical capacities.
When we fold In the teaching responsibilities of teaching assistants, the
challenge to their sense ofcompetence doubles. How, if they are uncertain
as new graduate students, can they be expected to have the necessary
confidence to function successfully as teachers? If teaching writing is so
central to the university's mission, then surely the most experienced among
us (almost always teachers of literature) should do that teaching. I would
like to suggest, however, that the apparent weakness of a graduate
student's position within the university is, in fact, the graduate student's
greatest ~trength;.for thetransitional status of graduate student compels
an experIentially Immediate senSitivity to the process of learning, a sensi
tivity that all too easily diminishes with age and experience.

Let me first discuss the weakness of the argument that the most
experienced teachers ofliterature should also teach writing. Whilewriting
IS the central aCtivIty of literary scholars, that activity is thoroughly
embedded In a system of literary discourse. The various "schools" of
criticism--newcritical, mythic, psychological, marxist, feminist, historicist,
structuralist, deconstructionist, etc.--provide the contexts for the literary
CrIticism. Success as a scholar/critic depends on the critic's skill in
functioning within the tenus ofdiscourse ofa school or schools, placingone
school, usually, In 0pposllion to another or mediating among them. Once
a critic is established in a specialty, the precise terms of discourse, the
strategtes of argument, the central texts, and the place of the specialty
within literary studies In general function as assumptions. What once had
beennew ideas, strangeand intriguingconcepts that stimulated a desire to
specialize, become axiomatic. The struggle for entry into the discipline
becomes a dim memory. Once established, the experienced scholar finds
that what feels most immediate in teaching is to demonstrate expertise in
literary study through lectures and directed discussions. In Mike Rose's
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terms, the scholar teaches literary criticism without addressing explicitly
how a literary critic thinks. The scholar sets a standard of critical practice
in the classroom and measures the success of student papers in relation to
how close the papers come to the standard. Scholar / teachers can thus be
excellent judges of the disciplinary quality of their students' writing (the
"products"), but they can also be far removed from their student writers'
uncertainties as novices trying to find a way to function within a new
discursive and conceptual practice (the "process").

The pattern of instruction I have criticized here is effective for
students already interested in literary study, who have had success in
English classes, and who are motivated to find a place for themselves in the
discipline. As an undergraduate and graduate student English major, for
example, I sought out professors whose critical practice appealed to me,
which I then emulated with some success. But this pattern does not
function so fortunately in writing classes (or even literature classes) where
thestudents are not already predisposed toward "English," where even the
most rudimentary aspects of literary study (thematic textual analysiS, for
instance) seem foreign and alienating. Ifsuch students are not shown how
implicated "readings" and analyses of literary texts are within a contextof
disiplinary discourse, if the axioms and processes that define the discourse
are not openly discussed, and if the characteristic conceptual, organiza
tional, and stylisic strategies of the discourse are not addressed, students
can succeed mainly through doggedness and luck. Mike Rose generalizes
the problem in this way: "Virtually all the writing academics do is built on
the writing of others. Every argument procedes from the texts of others.
[Most students are] only partially initiated to how this works: [Most] are
unsure as to how to weave quotations in with [their] own prose, how to
mark the difference, how to cite whom [they use], how to strike the proper
balance between [their] writing and someone else's--how, in short, to
position [themselves] in an academic discussion" (180). And here is where
the strength of a graduate student/teacher's apparent weakness is most
pronounced.

As freshmen must struggle to position themselves in academic
discussions in general, new graduate students of literature must do the
same in a more specialized way. Both are engaged in a version of the same
process: to develop a critical understanding of the conventions of the
academic community at their respective levels and to learn, through
reading, writing, and thinking, howeffectively to function within theirown
delimited area of the academy. The closeness of the transition from high
school to college and from undergraduate to graduate study puts the new
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graduate student teacher in a position to deal with the conceptual, proce
dural, and discursive imperatives that freshmen need to understand with
some immediacy. The conclusions I draw from the fact that new graduate
students! teachers share a common ground with their freshman, I present
(in language directly addressed to teaching assistants) as suggestions for
how they can orient themselves to their teaching tasks:

1. Shareyour expertise as a student with your students. You can begin to do
thatbyworkingoutforyourselfwhatmadeyousuccessfulasawriterwhile
you were an undergraduate and by discussing your ownwriting strategies
with your students. Inotherwords, exploit the real authority you haveas an
experienced academic writer.

2. As you are assigned writing tasks in your graduate courses, and as you
beginworkingon those tasks, discuss with your studentsyour strategies for
positioning yourself in your papers.

3. Examine how you deal withdifficult readings. How do you begin to find
a way into texts that seem to resist your efforts? What role does writing play
for you in your reading?

4. Consider your behavior in your undergraduate and graduate classes.
Whatdo youdo to makea classwork for you as astudent? How do you react
to different teachingmethodsandclassroomactivities? Howdoyou connect
your classroom work with your written work for the class?

5. Try to define for yourself your motives and desires as a student. Where
do reading and writing fit in?

What these suggestions ask, essentially, is for new teachers to theorize
aboutthe way they have navigated successfully through their portion of the
academic landscape, and how writing has been central to that SUCCeSS. By
addressing thesuggestions,new teachers should find awealthofconceptual
paradigms and reading and writing strategies that they can draw on in
designing assignments, responding to papers, dealing with questions in
class, and in responding critically to graduate work in writing theory and
pedagogy. The suggestions should aid new teachers in beginning to
develop a critical self-consciousnessabout themselvesas students, as teach
ers,andas scholars. As they thinkaboutwhatthey havedone and how they
havesucceededas students, as they thinkabouthow they are managing their
transitional status,as they continue to think about their growthas academics,
and as they discuss these things with their students, their graduate profes-
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sors, and their WPA, they can pave their own way to becoming ret1ective

practitioners.

Notes

This article began as a piece about the ,,",:,PA a~ t~achcr, ~riter, an~ admi~istrator.
The argument in it was framed by a. dlscu~slOn of a sl~ple devICe deslgned to
combine those three functions. Thls devIce, a practlC~ ~ learn~d from Kurt
Sellmeyer at Rutgers, is called "Notes t? !eachers," and this l~ how~: works. Each
f)1 semester, I teach a course in composItIon theory and p,ractIce deSIgned for new
t:aching assistants. The course has the explicit agend~ t? m~roduce st~~ents to t.he
increasingly sophisticated forms of inquiry and theorIzIng In composl~lOn studies
with the ultimate goal to prepare new teaching assistants to be refl~ctJve t~achers

f 't' The implicit agenda brought to the course by the teachmg aSslstants,
o wn mg. '. f h· Ideall"
is for the course to gUide them through their tJr~t semester o. teac mg. - '
those two agendas need not be in conflict, but partIcularly early In the semester they

seem to be.

So after each class meeting, 1write some "Notes," in the form o~ an essay, t.hat
address the theoretical concerns of the course il: t~e context ot the prachcal
concerns of the TAs. The notes, which I copy and dlstn.bute weekl)~ to all. teachers
in the Freshman English Program, draw on course r~ad~gs, class d,LscusslOns, and
informal conversations with TAs in order to synthesIze Ideas and stlmulate further
discussion in the class and throughout the prog~am ~s a ~ho~e. The weekly
"Notes" serve an administrative function by focusmg dlSC~SSlO~ In the Freshn:an

English Program, they serve a teaching function by re-cap~t~latmgand extend~ng
work done in the graduate classroom, and they serve a.~ntmg/research functJOI}
by committing me to a regular schedule of serious wntmg.

This article is a revised excerpt from the "Notes" for the sec~nd week of the
t Those "Notes" were written in response to my students anSwers to t.he

S:~:~o~'of what they hoped to get from their composi~ion th~~y and practI~e
q 1'he emphasis in their responses was on their anxle~Ies about t?elr
:~~~~ge and competence and on a desire for immediate practical suggestions

from me.

In the three years that I have been writing "Notes to Teache,rs," I ~ave
received some fascinating responses, trom mockery to praise, from mallroo;- J~~e~
to anonymous notes objecting to a particular point or appr?ach, and even" etal e"
critiques which I have incorporated into and ad~resse~ In .subsequent Notes.
They have been very succe~sf~l in stimulating discussIOn lTl the two Freshman
EngIishProgramslhaveadmm1stered.
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A New Crop of Teaching

Assistants and How

They Grew

Geraldine L. McBroom

As I look around the lounge, I see twen -sev ..

fourto forty-six-years-old male a d f tyl b en dl\ erse people: twenty-

h 1·
,n erna e eautif I d I .

tree Ibrarians, a technical writer . .'. u an p am. There are

school English teachers a journalist a Ju~,~r hIgh SCIence and three high

bus driver. Some are ~spin'n ,atw 1 0. water guide, an Alaskan tour

b " . g crea Ive wnters hil th

ecommg lIterary scholars The ·t. Wo.o ers dream of

seems they have onlyone th·· . y Sl gUletly, not talking to each other. It

h · mgmconunon--TERROR

teac mg assistants.
-terroratbeingnew

I, too, am somewhat terrified Can I h I

to alleviate their fears, to get the~ throu 0. p these people learn enough

sectionsofEnglishl0l?I l' h gh a semester of teaching two

. . . rea Izew ata parad 't' be ..

admmlstratorin charge oftrain' OXIISto awntmgprogram

positions because we hav'e exp mg new ledachmg asslstants: we're in these

. enence an Ideall b

Success m the classroom H w h" y, ecause we have had

. 0 ever, aVlngapro "tr k

ensurethatwewiIlaccuratelyrcmember h .~en ac record"doesn't

How can we give information about h w alIt s lIke to be a new teacher.

w at IS now second nature to us?

The best thing we can do is listen carefull

other beginners. To this end, I ask the TA ytonewTAs,sowecanhelp

teaching from which they write reports at t~ to keep lou.rnals about their

The reports are to describe Where they started
e endd of theu first semesters.

whom they learned.
an toassesswhatandfrorn

After I received these end-of-t

orientation activities Stlpport co erm rep]orts, my belief in the value of

th .,. Utses a re ali h' .

0. experience of teaching itself is r~affirmeons Ip w~th.a mentor, and

recorded are important for both WPAs an d. The mSlghts the TAs

well. I present here a summa f h d other begmnmg teachers as

growth as teachers, using thei7w~rdw at thechTAs rec0t;nized about their

s as mu as possible.

SEEDS: FIRST THOUGHTS AND EXPERIENCES

For many of the teaching assist t h .

orientation began even 0. I' ahn s, t 0. pantC I saw that first day of

ar ler w en they learned of be'

~

~a_~~a

teaching assistantship. One of the new TA, marveled"at the fools who'd

let me into this University of New Mexico." She writes, even though "I'd

been at ease with the idea of writing ever since 1first curled my fat fingers

around a crayon, ... I'd never learned the rules." Another wonders how

UNM could let someone with only a Bachelor's degree teach a university

course. One of the more experienced teachers knew she could teach junior

high, but she didn't know if she could teach writing because she herself

didn't enjoy writing as she thought a "true writing teacher should."

Although five of the TAs had teaching experience, others had never

thought of or even wanted to be teachers. One admits, "I assiduously

avoided all education courses (while getting my undergraduate degree)

because the thought of teaching English made my blood run cold." She

"thought all the education majors seemed overly eamest, were out to save

the world, and had colton candy for brains." Most TAs question their

abilities to teach: Melanie thought, "I did not know how I--the student-

could become hero-the teacher."

The week oforientation--filled with workshops, meetings, and social

gatherings for the beginning and experienced TAs and instructors--helps

alleviate some of the initial fears but adds others. Dave, who feels "like a

green recruit sitting in awe before the battle-scarred veterans," likes

listening to "the war stories of the experienced teachers." Most of the

inexperienced find out teaching might not be as "horrific" as they expected

because there are experienced teachers and other support programs on

campus to help. Some are disappointed, however. Don, for example,

discovers that his notion of the "vibrant," eager student might be inaccu

rate. Likewise, Dave's "grand, abstract idea" ul doing away with the five

paragraphessay begins "to feel like across betweenan outdated 1960'sfree

form religionandsome sortofneo-Thoreauvian work ethic. They work fine

in the woods, but this is the real world." For most, the best part of

orientation is havingcoffeeand conversationinwhich theydiscover others

are as nervous as they are.

As the first day ofclasses arrives, a different kind of fear sets in. Even

though a support system exists for them on campus, the TAs realize they

will be alone in front of their classes. More than one describes nightmares

of "faceless, bodiless students." To prepare for meeting these students,

Davidwrote his lecture on the need for wrilingskillswhile Eddie rehearsed

"his opening speech a hundred times out loud and a thousand times

silently." One TA remembers being afraid she "would not come off tough

enough in the beginning." Another had the opposite concern: she didn't

want to be an "authority figure who had to wear a skirt."
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h The TAs lived through those first classes, though. Eddie was relieved
: en the students in his first class were polite enough not to point out he
"ad mIsspelled his name on the chalkboard. Mary also survived her
,,~erspmngpalms and Velcro tongue" by writing cues in her notes like

f REdAhTHE," "SLOW DOWN." Like others with prepared lectures Tim
oun Imself "t d' 'dl . f '

. 5 an mg StUpl y m ront of a room of glazed eyeballs
wondenngwhatt d t" h h h dd . 'o onex, w en e a ehvered all of his notes. Jenny
remembers the f -t d l't 1 d'ff I .Irs aya I tel erent y. In her Journal, she wrote

For 12years, it had been us and them, the students and the teachers.
Even after I learned that teachers were human and that teachers
could be fnends, there was still an invisible line between us.... 1
crossed to the other side of that line today.

The TAs, of course, did not change overnight, but they did change.
;ome settled m qUIckly whIle others, like Donna, "didn'tfeel too comfort
ble co~~ng frOm behind my teacher's table for many weeks." She writes

that her Mt. Rushmore School of Teaching ... thankfully ... got better."
From the mostm . d df' hexpenence an ng tened to the more relaxed all of the
TAsgrew. '

GROWTH: LEARNING

Learning about Teaching

Experienced teachers of writing don't spend time lecturing but this is the

t
methhod of teaching with which graduate students are f~miliar so the
eac mgasslstantsd' d h . . . 'fl . Iscovere t eIrmosllmportantJobwasundoingyears

o ecture mdoctrination. They had to find ways to establish a comfortable
atmosphere and c t t'"

d .. . rea e ac IVIlJes to encourage the developmentof reading
an wntmg skIlls Md' h .
h . . on ay mg t semmar became a place for generating

t ese Ideas for the t k d h .. nex wee an s anng successes and failures of the
prevIOuS week. The d f t" en -0 - erm reports gave the TAs a chance to reflect
on, thenhIghhght the t' 'f' f h" ,mos sIgm Icanto t eselessons. Beth learned to give
~tudents as mUch control in the class as possible." Like Beth, Lynne
d:~~vered the students and she could "figure things out together"; she

l'k thave to have all of the answers. Jeffsawhecouldbea"coach" But
IesomanyDa f d h . . ,

t bl ' h db' ve oun out t at, whIle he could break the barrier
es a IS e etwe t h d d .en eac er an stu ent ill one ofhis classes, he couldn't
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in the other. This"curiouscontrast" taught many that a good instructorhas
to be able to evaluate the class and be flexible. Lori says she had to achieve
"abalancebetween havingexpectationsof my students and demonstrating
flexibility and understanding." Many also mention their need to motivate
students. To do this, Tim discovered that his own enthusiasm for reading
and writing were often "contagious," so he tried to talk honestly about his
reactions to an essay or his enjoyment of writing. Eddie had to rethink his
idea of the value of teaching grammar; after a few weeks, he admits
"learning English grammar does not make a student a better writer. I need
to teach them how to use the language," not juststudy it. TheTAs all learned
there are "no easy answers to the riddle of teaching composition"; much
is "the result of trial and error." Davegave up his notion of the "free-form"
essay and "gave a detailed listing of the standard essay format" while
encouraging the students "to bend it, work against it." Another also
discovered she "had to give them some format." Her classes were full of
games "to let students play at writing"; however, although the students
were having fun, she realized this, by itself, doesn't guarantee writing
improvement.

Nearly all of the teaching assistants felt grading was the most
difficult part oftheir new experience as writing teachers. Melanie describes
the "visible tension" when she returned papers. It wasn't just the students
who were tense, though: Lori "had no idea how disheartening it would be
to grade thattirstbatch ofessays, looking for strengthsamidstoverwhelm
ingly apparent problems." She recalls, "I was discouraged, and my
students were angry. One slammed out of the room. A few looked close
to tears, and another confronted me after class saying that he couldn't
accept a C-." Pru's first experience grading-notebooks was similar. Her
students "said they hated English, that their teacher was too young, and
thattheywere all into business and engineering." She was "ready to quit."
For many, the grading didn't become any easier. Melanie admits, "I still
tote my students' essays around with me for days before I'm able to start
grading them." For Ginny, grading is "easier than it was in the beginning
of the semester," but "it still requires hours of my time."

Learning about Students

While learningabout structuringclasses and grading essays, the TAs were
also learningaboutthe students they faced two or three timesaweek. Many
TAs went to their mentors with questions about students. Although these
experienced instructors gave suggestions or comments, learning about
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students is an individual activi ty for the TAs. The most obviousrealization
is that the freshmen are more frightened of the teaching assistants than the
TAs are of the freshmen! This was just the first of many preconceived ideas
which some TAs reconsidered. Jeff, for example, thought the students
would do what he told them as they had when he was a tutor. Some didn't.
Equally optimistic were the preconceptions that all students would have
basic writing skills because they had been placed by an ACT score and that
they "would already be readers and writers." Many weren't. The TAs
learned to talk to their mentors and peers about separating their expecta
tions, both realistic and unrealistic, from reality.

Perhaps the mostimportant thing the TAs hadn't anticipated was the
individuality of teaching writing: "not all students will respond to me."
The TAs also were surprised that for many students the "true objective"
was "passing the course"--not "developing good writing skills." Despite
this goal, or maybe because of it, some found students following the advice
the TAs gave, coming in to discuss problems, and "eager to help each
other." Don learned he was expecting too much from his students. Once
he began to show more patience and not expect "huge gains," he saw more
progress, butthiswas not without interruptions. Inhis journal he recorded
the following supposition:

I wonder if writing's like weight-lifting: that is, the first time these
reading and writing muscles are exposed to real labor, they
probably strengthenvery quickly--toa point, then they probably (I
hope not, but I'm thinking so) hita plateau and level off for awhile.

Fortunately, this leveling didn't last the entire semester. Beth saw
that by the end ofthe semester "the students (were) not waiting passively
for my responses and for my answers; they (were) actively pursuing their
own." Like her, Jeff realized, "Once [got my ego out of my own way and
out of the class's way," often the students taught themselves.

Intheir reports, all ofthe TAsshared at least one story about a specific
student from whom they had learned. Pru had the pleasure of hearing a
student, who had taken 101 three times, say that she was the first teacher
to help him. Virginia remembers her student who had cerebral palsy,
"whose speech was almost incomprehensible and who went nowhere
without her aide": she "trusted me enough to come alone in her electric
wheelchair to my office to ask about rewriting a paper." Donna recounts
the story ofan"avowed non-reader" who said she reread anessav because
Donna had said she liked it. ~
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Learning from Others

Theseexperiences show that the TAs benefited from being in theclassroom
and working with students. However, they also learned through interac
tion with experienced instructors and other TAs. Mary, who observed an
experienced teacher as part of a mentor program, feels she gained such
important skills as time management, discussion techniques, and most
important,how to laugh. The required teachingpracticum, which met once
a week for three hours, gave the TAs ideas on "what to do tomorrow."
Because they all taught the same syllabus for the first eight weeks, the TAs
were able to discuss plans, reactions, and results in the practicum. David
says the practicum "gaverne a skeletonaround which Icould build a class."
He also admits thatthe discussions helped him know what he "was failing
to present." The theory course, taken by teaching assistants with no
previous rhetoric background, gave a framework on which tobase practice
and encouraged them to do further reading. Many cited such authors as
Kinneavy, Booth, Elbow, Reither, Moffett, and Murray as influences. Of
course, otherTAs were a major source of inspiration and commiseration as
well. Marilyn describes these interactions as a "self-help group." Mary
agrees: The group helped her "find a way off the island of isolation that I
was on when I first started teaching."

MATURITY: EMERGING TEACHERS

Because of these relationships and experiences, the TAs developed definite
attitudes toward teaching. They learned not to prepare lecture notes but
to design activities to promote reading and writing skills. They also
discovered they must keep a sense of humor and not be offended if
something or someone fails. Most agreed with Marilyn: "The more I learn
about teaching composition, the more [ feel I need to learn." The new
recruits had experienced the positive power they had in the classroom as
well as what Lori called "the (unwanted) power to intimidate, to silence,
and to repress." Jennie sums up this problem with power: "When people
trust you to lead them, the temptation is to lead all the time, not just when
it's needed." Thereare no "easy answers" and seldom any absolutely "right
answers."

Through their sharing with each other and experienced instructors
and being in the classroom, these new teachingassistants have grown to be
outstanding instructors. In fact, all but one (who decided on law school)
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are still teaching. Fortunately, they didn't give up their original goals to do
thIs. Two recently defended their creative writing theses; five more have
finished their master's degrees in literature. Nine are pursuing doctoral
degrees in literature; five have given papers at CCCe. The TAs and I now
share more than terror! Weagree with Don who wrote, "StrangeIyenough,
In dlscovenng the hard work, the agony, and the frustration teaching
entalls, I have grown to love it more than I ever thought I would."

Helping TAs Across the Curriculum Teach Writing:
An Additional Use for the
TAHandbook

Ellen Strenski

Graduate student teaching assistantsdo muchofthe responding tostudent
writingon university campuses. TAs usually outnumber faculty, and since
TAs are often themselves future faculty, TA developmentis an exception
ally cost-effective investment of a WPA's time and energy with both
pedagogical and political payoffs. This article recommends one easy way
that a WPA can influence TAs-by providing copy about undergraduate
writing for publication in the campus TA Handbook.!

Most universities have some kind ofhandbook given to campusTAs.
Usually titled "Handbook," as in Handbook for Teaching Assistants (Dela
ware), or A Handbook of Resources for New Instructors at UTK (Tennessee,
Knoxville), they also appear under such names as Instructional Resource
Bookfor Teaching at UNL (Nebraska-Lincoln) or Pathfinder: An Introduction
to Teaching at UNR for Teaching Assistants (Nevada, Reno). Some are
published under the auspices of a special office, like the Texas A & M
University Center for Teaching Excellence. Others, like Rutgers' or the
University of California at Irvine's, are sponsored by their Graduate
Divisions, and some are prepared jointly, like the University of Georgia's.
At the least, these handbooks describe bureaucratic issues such as class
rosters and record keeping. At best, they are complete "How To" manuals
for good teaching. Most fall in the first category.

As for authors, these handbooks are written by one ormore graduate
students (an English Department graduate student at Brown), orby one or
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more administrators (at the University of Texas at Austin), or are conlpi
lations of various pre-existing documents, (such as the University of
Arizona's). Academic backgrounds of authors range across the curricu
lum, with a representative sprinkling from English and Education, but
including other disciplines too. Few, if any, are faculty, certainly not
English or Writing faculty.

Not surprisingly, then, composi tion specialistswill find most of these
TA handbooks unenlightened about student writing. Ofapproximately 50
different TA handbooks Iexamined, the most common co-occurrence with
the topic "writing" was the topic "cheating." That is, if undergraduate
writing was discussed at all, it was in thecontextofhelping TAs discourage
plagiarism, andevery handbook referred to plagiarism and the university's
policies about it, sometimes within a discussion of "ethics" rather than
writing.

The number two writing topic discussed was "grading," often syn
onymous with"correcting" papers, and usually in a contextexhortingTAs
to judge student work by the public, supposedly agreed-upon, standards
described in its University catalog (A~excellent,B~good, etc.). The third
most common co-occurrence was infonnation about other available help
on campus (like tutorial or writing centers). Although some of these TA
handbooks are excellent, most do not even mention topics like ungraded
writing, drafts, assignment design, peerediting,orcommentingon papers.

Most authors of these TA handbooks clearly do not know about
recent advances in our understanding of the thinking-writing process.
Moreover, these handbooks for TAs are much less enlightened than
comparable guides for campus faculty, probably because only a few
campuses with strong WAC programs, like La Salle College or the Univer
sity of California at Davis, have such faculty publications, whereas almost
every university has some kind of generic handbook for TAs.

Although more and more universitiesare now instituting regularTA
training seminars to instruct graduate students in various pedagogical
issues, including handling undergraduate writing, muchTA development
is still perfunctory at best. A 1986 MLA survey found that under 60% of
Ph.D.-granting English Departments provided courseS or internships to
prepare their graduate students tobeTAs. What about the other40%? And
what about the teaching preparation of TAs in departments other than
English, departments that inevitably pay less attention to undergraduate
writing?
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I'
Often a handbook is really the only supportavailable to TAs, and the

attention given to undergraduate writing in many of these handbooks
could be improved. Here, then, is a useful opportunity for the WPA to help
TAs with some suggested principles and techniques, and at the same time
to claim campus visibility and credibility as a spokesperson for writing
mstruction.

What exactly should be offered as copy to the campus Graduate
Division or Office of Instructional Development, then? It is not enough to
proVide current and accurate information. It must also be accessible and
geared to TAs' perception of their needs. The present authors of TA
handbooks are preoccupied by plagiarism and grading standards. But
whatabouttheTAs themselves? What matters most to them? Copyshould,
above all, address the urgentconcerns about writing that are specific to the
real-life situationsof the graduate teachingassistants that these handbooks
aim to support.

According to several surveys I have done at UCLA ofa cross-section
of campus TAs and ofhead TAs in various campus departinents, the most
urgent problem thatTAsassociatewith undergraduate writing, ranking far
above a11 else, is the related issue of time management and handling the
paper load. TAs have their own seminar papers, theses, and dissertations
to write. How can they cope with several onslaughts each quarter or
semester ofhundreds of midterms, papers, and finals? Second, according
to mysurveys (which I make no claims for being particularly scientific, but
which I believe to be highly suggestive), what troubles TAs mostabout the
undergraduate papers they read, and what they would like most to be able
to help studentwriters with, is organization (a finding, incidentally, which
IS Similar to a survey ofall the faculty in the UCLA Sociology Departinent).
As one TA reported about his expectations for a developed argument, "1
feel bad when I read a paper that doesn't communicate to me what I think
it should-which is whyI'mnotas concerned about spellingand grammar
as much as the bigger things."

Unlike the image projected by most of the current TA handbooks,
TAs, at UCLA anyway, are also more concerned about this primary issue
of organization (how the evidence is presented to support a thesis) than
they are about cheating (how to recognize and deal with plagiarism,) or
grading (how to assign grades fairly). When asked, "What problems
trouble you most in connection with student writing?" cheating and
gradmg were consistently ranked lower than thinking (how students'
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writingmay express poor understandingofcourse material), process (how
thestudentmay have handed ina rough draft, perhaps not even proofread,
rather than a final, revised and edited version), or commenting (how to
comment helpfully). Most of the present handbooks are dearly out of line
with TAs' real situations and their teaching dilemmas as they perceive
them. Therefore, the WPA should aim at helping with these two main
issues: TAs' own time management and ways TAs can help students write
more organized papers.

Inhis orher volunteered copyfor the campus TAhandbook, the WPA
canmake severaluseful suggestions about TA time management. First, by
referring to TAs' own experience as the prolific writers that they are,
acknowledge the writing process and suggest the cost-effectiveness of
intervening at some stage(s) before the final paper or before a formal
outline. One quick, manageable, system that works well employs mdex
cards. A TA who gets an index card from each student with a carefully
framed research question on it, or a thesis statement and several sentences
ofsupportingclaimS,orseveral sentencesexplainingwhy the topic is worth
investigating, has gone a long way toward shaping undergraduate papers
that will ultimately be easier and faster to read and grade, and that will also
be more organized. The index card system can also work to get students
into the library ("Cite five potential sources in correct bibliographical
format"), or even to get started ("Copy the question that you picked from
thehandoutand thentell meinseveral sentences why you chose it"), as well
as to help students shape a persuasive argument ("Writeseveral sentences
describing what a reasonable person might object to in the position you
take" or "Describe in several sentences a different theoretical approach to
this subject from the one you take"), and in various other ways.

Exploiting this writing process does not have to entail reading
complete draftsofpapers,which TAs usually find a 10gistical impossibility.
A set of index cards can be read quickly and responded to, or not, on the
back of the cards. And, of course, attention to the writing process and
intervening strategically in it reduces the likelihood of that bugaboo,
plagiarism.

TAs also seem to associate grading with issues of time management
rather than with cheating, so recommend that they establish beforehand
and explain to students the criteria used to grade papers. This process can
beginwith thestudents' predictable question about the professor's assign
ment "What does he or she want?" When TAs clarify and operationalize
a professor's assignment. most of which are usually somewhat unclear if
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not downright mystifying for students about to undertake the task, they can
introduce these grading criteria in terms oforganization and argument. To
do so, they can establish the need for claims and evidence, and can discuss
and illustrate the quality of proof to be provided from lectures, textbooks,
discussions. Reassure the TAs that elaborate bureaucratic checklists are not
necessary and that their gut response or general impression is OK, espe
cially if they have "normed" a few papers together with other course TAs
and the professor.

Commenting takes a lot of time and is often unproductive, so inform
TAs that extensive comments are not necessary. Elaborate suggestions for
improvementare useless if the studentcannot rewrite the assignment, and
"correcting," that is, careful copyediting, is usually a waste of time. If the
TA wants to comment on student papers beyond justifying the grade,
explainwhat kinds ofcommentswork best to help the student improve, for
example, personalizing the comments by addressing the student by name
(which will encourage the student to read the comments in the first place),
praisingsuccess, asking questions fordarification, orsuggesting tentative
revisions that relate to problems caused for the reader and that anticipate
ways of solving the problem in a subsequent paper.

TAs' concern for features of student papers, and their wish to help
studentswritebetterbycommentmgon papers, can be addressed again by
the notion of drafts. Rather than expend their energy once the assignment
is finished, that is, rather than do a post mortemon student papers, suggest
that TAs redistribute their available time and invest it earlier in the
students' writing process. In that way they can tmly helpstudents organize
a developing argument, monitored again on index cards orby peers. And
one successful paper is, of course, the best preparation for subsequent
success.

Mediating the professor's assignments, or designing an assignment
of their own, is another troublesome issue for TAs. Ranking assignment
design (how the instructions in the professor's assignment may have
misled students and therefore led to poor papers) as his particular number
one problem in connection with student writing, a TA explains, "Assign
mentdesign is most important because it is whatyou have most controlover
& can blow the whole assignment." The WPA can therefore helpfully
suggest ways for TAs to demystify an assignment, e.g., clarifying important
terms like "describe," and "analyze," or providing sample papers for
illustration.
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Wh tth WPA should also do in this forum is resist severaltempta
t· s On~ te;'ptation is to recommend an easy solution, like abbreVla~on
:onbois for marking student papers, which are easy to reproduce m a

h
ymdb k d which TAs will embracle as a slelemingly efhOlent shortcut,
an 00 an . . t "d aneof

but which is a pedagogical delusion. Another temptation IS. on e
h

· h .

h bby horses like the evils of the passIve VOIce, w IC IS
our own a ' . h' nd

. I d' when addressed to our TA colleagues m t e saences a
:;:si~:e~;g,and distracting to others. And finally, we should restrain o~r
re gu ance for the S-paragraph essay. Many of the .m,d-tenn ess Y

p ~s thatTAs read are variationson this structure,whIch TAs can teach
answ . . nt
as a genuinely useful heuristic for organ1zmg an argume .

TA handbooks, then, are a golden opportunity for WPAs. To seize
th' portunity all it takes are a few phone calls, a VISIt or two, and a
re;::~ely brief time composing something enlightening. In return, w~
make and wincampus friends, we publish more useful TA handbooks, an
we help TAs, who represent a great reservoir of teachmg talent on our

university campuses.

Note

1. This article is based on survey informatio~ ~ have gathered with grant support
from the Council of Writing Program Admlmstrators.
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Bibliography of Writing Textbooks

Suzanne S. Webb

This year's listing of texts includes new text ..
pubJished texts carrying a 1992 copyright date 85O{ new. edItIOns of previously
did not send information do not appear All't 00 SlUbhshed b~companies that
1992. Annotations were rovided . ~xts 5 Quid he available by March
brevity and/or objectivit: by the pubhshers; some have been edited for

I. Developmental and ESL Writing Texts

T. A. Handbooks

Kelly, William. Beginnings: A Rhetoric and H db .
supportive style, this combined rhetoric and h~l d~ok'k~a~mI11an. In a positive,
makes the elements of writing acces 'bl T n 00 or evelopmental writers
techniques to fulfill a writer's purposSl .e. rea~ment of m?d.es ~f development a~
provides them with method c e gIves ~tu ents a realIstic View of writing and

s lor generatmg dev I· d'"Instructor's Manual, test packet. ,eopmg, an refmmg Ideas.

Robey, Cora, Sarah Kreps and HIM I
Skills. 3rd ed. Harcourt Brace Jo:a~~vjc~O~~t New H.11.ndbook of. Basic Writing
handbook for basic writers. . e new edition of this classic brief

Developmental Tex ts

Emery, Donald W., John Kierzek, and Peter Lindblom. EngliSh Fundamentals. Form
B. 9th ed. Macmillan. Clear. detailed explanations focus on five basic sentence
patterns followed with exercises. This edition contains a stronger emphasis on
progression from sentence-level grammar to composition of complete essays and
a greater variety of exercises. Three forms, each with different exercises. Test
package. Answer Key.

Fergenson, Laraine, and Marie-Louise Dickerson. All in One: Basic Writ ill:! Text,
Workbook, and Reader. 3rd ed. Prentice Hall. This text offers, in one book, a wide
range of materials that meet diverse student needs. It covers both the writing
process at essay and paragraph level and basic grammar and usage, while offering
a selection of readings of enduring value from literary sources. In~tructor's

Manual.

Fitzgerald, Sallyanne H. Casting Ligllt on Writing. Harper-Collins. This text, which
integrates speaking, listening, reading and writing, is organized around sequenced
writing assignments and includes professional and student readings to teach
essays.

Gay, Pamela. Devrloping Writers: A Dialogic Approach. Wadsworth. Gay's
work~hopapproach engages students in a dialogue with the selections they read,
with other writers, with themselves, and ultimately with their audience. Through
written and spoken dialogues, student writers learn to know what they think and
to express what they mean. Annotated Instructor's Edition.

I. B. Rhetorics

Bailey, Edward P Jr and Phili P II
Brace Jovanovich·: Easy to us~ te~,;,eWhiThe Practical Writ:~ 4th ed. Harcourt
development from the topic sentence t thChrpresents tradItional composition
paper. Includes student work. 0 e Ive-paragraph essay and research

Choy, Penelope, and James R McCo . k
H?rcourt Brace Jovanovich. This tex;:~ . B~sic Grammar and Usage. 3rd ed.
wah subject/verb and ending with t ph~sIzes grammar and usage starting

pune ualion.

Delaware Technical and Communit Colle E .
fo~ Tpchniral Students. 3rd ed. Pr~iceH!ue, ..;:~~sh Department. Writing Skills
mmded students individualized instru r ·l 11~ t~xt/workbook offers career
writing, report writing, letter writin ~~~na m?dules .on g:~mmar, paragraph
extensive and detailed objectives stat~ -. spellmg. ~IS edItion presents more
new writing samples. Instructor's Ma'::::.;I~s,an eXfenMve glossary of terms, and

Despain, LaRene. Writing: a Worksho A oa h . .
that emphasize individual and collab~rarr: c.' .~a~fIeld. DeSIgned for COurses
eight chapters present eight sequenced l~eactlVItiesmthe classroom, this book's
based to data-based writing. Instruct:r~:I~a:~~]~that progress from experience-
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Greenberg, Karen L. Effecti·ve Writing: Choices and Conventions. 2nded. St. Martin's
Press. A rhetoric/worktext that guide~ student writers sequentially through the
writing process, from discovering and developing ideas, to planning and drafting
paragraphs and essays, to revising and editing their work.

Hawley, James, and Charles Tilghman. Getting Down to Specifics. Harper-Collins.
A whole language approach is utilized in conjunction with the process approach
to teach writing paragraphs and essays. Innovative discussion exercises, indi
vidual and collaborative writing assignments, and readings by professional writ
ers included.

Jackson, Janet, and Stacy Lovin-Boyd. Collaborations: Strategies for Readers and
Writers. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. This rhetoric emphasizes the paragraph-to
essay approa<:h and features brief chapter-opening readings. Journal and peer
work supports the focus on reading and writing skills.

Knoch, Ell~n Andrews. Making Progress: From Paragraphs to Essays. Harper
Collins. Process-oriented text presents a sequence of steps--generating ideas,
understanding purpose and audience, writing and reVising to each piece of
writing. Granunar section.

McKoski, Martin M., and Lynne C Hahn. The Developing Writer: A Guide to Basic
Skills. 4th ed. Harper-Collins. Using sentence-combining in combination with free
writing and paragraph writing, this text leads students through the writing process
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Developmental Texts;

with an emphasis on multiple drafting Writin b'b' . .exercises and models. . g ) asK wnters JS contained in all

Rjc~, Susanna L. The Flexible Writer. All n & Bac . .
beheve that students should write ndY . fn. I,JeSlgned for Instructors who
offers interesting and diverse writi~g e::~l~e0t~~. l~ complete essays, this text
flexible in their writing as purposes and ~~ses w ~ encourage students to be
Instructor's Manual. au lences c ange. Includes a handbook.

Roth, Audrev J. The Elements ofBasic Writin Allwith numerous objectives fro t' g. yn.& Bacon. Intended for courses
achievmg unity and coher m :nas enng grammatically correct sentence forms to

_ ence In paragraphs and lear· th ..
writing, this text teaches students to understa d h I~mg e prmCJpI:s of essay
sentences and well-developed h f n tee ements of wntmg correct
Annotated Instructor's Editio fartaBgraPk CS or success in college and career.

n, es an, omputer Software.

WingNsky, Joy, Jan Boerner, and Diana Hol u' -B 1 ..
Essays: Integra~ing Reading, Writing, and Gram~;~ Sk~llug~ ~ntmg Parag:aphs Ql1.d
a ~omprehenslve guide to develo< in well-foe 1 s. ;1 sworth. This texts IS
It IS an all-in-one rhetoric/reader}'h g db k ~sed pa.ragraphs and short essays.
complete explanations to help st ~n t 00 ~ aractenzed by a friendly tone and
reading, thinking und writin AU etn 5 dUlO erstand the relationship between

, g. nno ate nstructor's Edition.

J. C. Readers

Bailey, Edward P Ir and Ph T P IIHarcourt Brace J~va~ovich. ~p owe. The P:actical Writer W~tJl Readings. 3rd ed.
readings to the step.by~step tren ahnlterntate

f
bver~lOn ~f. The Practical Writer that adds

a en 0 aSlC wIItmg.

Caruso, Domenick and Ste hen W·ct b .
Short Essays and St;ries for l,mposit~n.e~n~:~r.SRt':.:i.ms., ~~spotlding, and Writing:
45 short, provocative readin sand tud t . t. art1l1 ~ .Pre~s. A collection of
designed to stimulate class gpa b' . 5 t' en fdesponses orgamzed thematicall)' and

. . r Clra Ion an writin d
have diffICulty expressing and focusing their ideas. g among stu ents who may

Conlin, Mary Lou. Patterns Plu . A 51 P . .
Houghton Mifflin. A rhetoricaB~orga~~~dru.s::eader WI.th. Argumentation. 4th ed.
short essays by students and rofession ~~ er contaml~g109 paragraphs and
wnting strategies for each r~etori I aldwnInters. A ch~pter mtroduction provides

ca mo e. structor s Resource Manual.

Grill, Neil, and Bernard Witlieb A M l .
McGraw Hill. This reader invit~s dev~l~cz:::ur:\Rea~erJOT Dev~l?pmental Writers.
write about, discuss, and inte ret th p .en a an non-tradItional students to
Americas. Anthologizing shZ:;rt c l~grrat ;de~s and even~s of :he cultures of the
editors integrate writing rammau r~ se eclions spannmg fwe centuries, the
readings. Includes gra~ar han~bank vfc~bulary exercises derived from the
introducing each cultural area. Inshl~~tor~s~aa~:~rk, photographs, and maps

Joy, Anna. We Are America. Harcourt Brace Jov . . .
reader and brief handbook offers th f II anov~ch. 11us all-m-one rhetoric,ema lca y orgaruzed, multicultural readings.
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Langan, John. College Writing Skills. 3rd ed. McGraw Hill. Worktext for high level
developmental writing and freshman composition courses designed to help
students master the fiveparagraph essay. It provides a variety of activities and
assignments, both structured and creative. Instructor's Manual- Test Bank, and

Ditto Masters.

Parry, Kate. Reading for a Purpose. St. Martin's Press. Designed to help students
increase their reading speed and comprehension and develop skills for college
study, its thirty reading selections are organized according to purpu5e for reading,
with accompanying exercises tailored to each specific purpose.

Wiener, Harvey A. Creating Compositions. 6th ed. 'McGraw Hill. This revision
streamlines the worktext and reorganizes for increased manageability and flexibil
ity in classes focusing on paragraph skills that build toward better essays. New
reading and writing assignments facilitate a variety of writing topics within a new
rheturicalorganization . Instructor's Manual.

1. D. Workbooks

Adams, Peter Dow. Connections: A Guide to the Basics ofWriting. 2nd ed. Harper
Collins. An increm€ntal organization and an inductive approach characterize this
worktext that focuses on paragraphs and sentences. Instructors are given the
flexibility to integrate the writing chapters at the front of the book with the

grammar chapters at the back.

Fawcett, Susan, and Alvin Sandberg. Evergreen: A Guide to Writing. 4th ed.
Houghton Mifflin. A worktext for basic writing courses, including step-by-step
instructions, student and professional models, and abundant exercises for writing
paragraphs and short essays plus a grammar review. Abo available as Evergreen
with Readings: A Guide to Writing which includes fourteen reading selections plus
questions and writing assignments. Instructor's Annotated Edition, Instructor's
Resource Manual, Test Package, Computerized Diagnostic/Mastery Tests, Test
Bank Data Disk, and Evergreen Editing Exercises (computerized).

Glazier, Teresa Ferstcr. The Least You Should Know about English, Form A. 5th ed.
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. This worktext teaches the essentials of spelling,
sentence structure, and punctuation through writing simple papers and offers
abundant exercises and grammar emphasis.

Kok, Marilyn, and Leah Schietinger. Building College Writing. Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich. This text covers sentence to essay for classroom or workshop
instruction. Skill-building exercises focus on analyzing writing and applying

students, own writing.

Meyers, Alan. Writing With Confidem;e. 4th ed. Harper-Collins. This text
emphasizes the production of WIlting rather than the completion of exercises. A
flexible two-part chapter organization, high interest exercise material are found in

this sentence and paragraph level text.

8/
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Peters, Mary Ann. Write from the Start. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. This process
oriented workbook starts with larger elements and progresses to smaller ones.

Spangler, Mary 5., and Rita R. Werner. Sentence Strengths: The Sentcnce-To
Paragraph Process. Harper-Collins. This workbook presents grammatical rules
:vithin th~ context of the writing process. Longer pieces of writing after a solid
mt~~duchon to sentences and paragraphs that features unique exercises, journal
wntmg, and many samples of professional and student writing.

vVilliams, Virginia, and Carl Blake. Explorations: From Sentence to Paragraph.
Harper-Collins. Using the theme of exploration, this workbook helps students
generate and organize their ideas, create interesting and coherent sentences and
combine them into fully-developed paragraphs. Examples of student writing and
a grammar review are also included.

I. E. Special Texts

Adams, W. Royce. Prep: For Better Reading. 4th ed. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
This 6th to 9th grade reading-level worktext covers reading comprehension,
vocabulary and usage and is appropriate for ESL courses.

Cortina, Joseph, Janet Elder, and Katherine Gannet. Comprehendin~College Text
books: Steps to Understanding and Remembering What You Read. McGraw Hil1.
Created for developmental reading and study skills courses, this text focuses on
college textbook reading comprehension. Using a theoretical framework that
encourages interaction and thinking, the text reinforces concepts, skills, and
strategies through practice. Instructor's ManuaL

Feinstein, George W. Programmed College Vocabulary. 4th ed. Prentice Hall.
Programmed approach provides immediate feedback as students develop vocabu
lary skills. Emphasizing communication, this text is organized around word parts,
word types, and words from different academic disciplines. Features new chapters
on learning words by analysis of context, diction, and the study of useful, often
overlooked short words as well as chapters on literature. Instructor's ManuaL

Krantz, Harriet, and Joan Kimmelman. Keys to Reading and Study Skills. 4th ed.
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. This text systematically approaches vocabulary,
comprehension, study techniques, writing and test-taking.

Langan, John. Reading and Study Skills. 5th ed. Fonn A. McGraw Hill. Core
wC?rktext designed to help ~tudentsLearn and apply the essential reading and study
skills needed to succeed In college. Provides updated and revised examples,
readings, exercises, and activities plus a new introduction. Instructor's ManuaL
Drill Tutorial Software for IBM compatibles and Macintosh. Ditto masters,

Lawry, John D. College 101: A Freshman Reader. McGraw Hill. This collection of
writings from different gemes addresses the day-to-day aspects of college life and
success. High-interest readings should motivate students to write. Also useful for
freshman orientation and study-skills courses. Instructor's Manual.
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Milan, Deanne. Improving Reading Skills. 2nd ed. McGraw HilL This worktext
designed is designed to prepare students in first and intermediate level develop
mental reading courses to meet college demands. Chosen from books, magazines
and newspapers, high interest selections of varying length and levels represent the
reading students will encounter in college and their adult lives. Instructor's
Manual.

Pacheco, Beth. Academic Reading and Study Skills. 2nd ed. Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich. Using an interdisciplinary approach, this text teaches reading,
thinking, and study skills.

Palumbo, Linda J., and Frank Gaik. Vocabulary for a New World. Macmillan. This
text/workbook for developmental vocabulary implements the latest advances in
the theory of learning in-context cues, affective associations, inferential reading,
and critical thinking. The emphasis is on contextbased language acquisition and
on enabling students to build active vocabulary. Instructor's Manual.

Sternglass, Marilyn. Readillgs, Writing, and Reasoning: Focus 2. Macmillan. In this
new volume for students at the secondary level of basic writing, a reading-writing
curriculum incorporates instruction on rhetorical and grammatical structures.
Reading instruction and extensive writing activities build the power of reasoning
and provide the students the opportunity to practice analysis and synthesis.
Instructor's Manual.

Tollefson, Stephen K. Grammar Grams II. Harper-Collins. This brief book offers
concise, yet witty explanations and discussions that cover grammar, sentence
structure, and style as well as questions of format, vocabulary usage, and editing.

II. Freshman Writing Texts

II. A. Handbooks

Beene, Lyrm, and William Vande Kopple. The Riverside Handbook. Houg~ton
Mifflin. This handbook is distinguished. by 7-way easy reference, an emphasIs on
the interrelation of reading/writing/thinking, accent on options available to
writers, and coverage of research and ESL issues. Instructor's Edition. Instructor's
Resource Manual/T.A. Support Package. Cross-Curricular Assignment Booklet.
Diagnostic Tests. Software.

Corbett, Edward P.J., and Sheryl L. Finkle. Little English Handbook. 6th ed. Harper
Collins. Brief guide to the essentials of grammar, style, paragraphing, punctuation
and mechanics. Concentrates on the fifty most common writing problems as
compiled by the authors during decades of teaching; also includes research paper
skills, business and personal letters, and resumes.

Crews. Frederick. The Random House Handbook. 6th ed. McGraw Hill. Offers a
guide to writing and style as well as to special applications. With emphasis on
academic writing, the handbook now presents the research paper alongside
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chapt.ers o~ writing cycle and covers peer review and editing. Includes more
exerCises, literate examples, and critical thinking. Instructor's Manual. Online
Handbook for IBM compatibles and Macintosh. Diagnostic tests.

Fow!er, H. ~amse:y, and Jane E. Aaron. The Little Brown Handbook. 5th ed. Harper
Collins. This classIc handbook focuses on writing process theory and contains new
res~a:ch paper coverag~; also features a new color palette, headings with a more
posItIve tone, cross-curncular exercises thematically linked, and a revised chapter
on "Critical Thinking and Argument."

Hacker, Diana. A Writer's Reference. 2nd ed. Bedford Books of St. Martin's Press.
Expanded .revis~o? of handbook with unique physical format--plastic-coated
tabbed sectIon dlVlders let the book flip open and a combed plastic binding lets it
stay open. Full t:eatment of gramn:'~r, usage, documentation, and the writing
process. New sectIons on research wntmg and ESL trouble spots, and new material
for dialect speakers.

Harris, Muriel. Prentice Hall Rtierellce Guide to Grammar and Usage. Shorter edition.
Prentice Hal~. For writers who have not mastered grammatical terminology, this
reference gUIde covers the essentials of grammar, punctuation, mechanics, and
style, but omits ~he exer~ise sections. Important rules are explained briefly with
hmts to help wnters aVOId co~mon errOrs, plus illustrations of paper formatting
and gUIdes for resumes. Prentice Hall Resources for composition.

Kirszner, Laurie G., and Stephen R. MandelL The Holt Handbook. 3rd ed. Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich. Process-oriented handbook continues to offer case studies and
~xer~i.ses~ocused?n .th~ stu~entwork New sections on "Thinking Critically" and
Wntmg m the DIs~Iphnes, an expanded research section, new aids to revision,

and a full-color desIgn. Annotated Instructor's Edition.

Lunsford, Andrea, and Robert Connors. The Sf. Martin's Handbook. 2nd ed. St.
Martin's Press. Incorporates an expanded introductory chapter covering the
twenty most c~mmon errors plus larger elements, quick-reference guidelines, a
chapter on audience and purpose, diction, and writing about literature. Includes
guides to teaching and evaluation, TASP and CLAST preparation, and five
software packages.

Rosen, Leonard J., and Laurence Behrens. Tile Allyn & Bacon Handbook. Allyn &
Bacon. Clas~room and. refe:~nce text for instructors and programs especially
co~~emed wLth ~cademlc wrItmg. Indud.es chapters relating critical thinking to
~ntmg ~n?- r~admg, argument as a way ot knowing through inquiry, and writing
m the disCiplines. Annotated Instructor's Edition, Instructor's resource Manual,
Transparencies, On-Line handbook for Macintosh and IBMcompatibles, test banks,
TASP and CLAST Study Guides, Video.

Troyka, Lynn. Simon & Schuster Concise Handbook. Prentice Hall. Process-oriented
brief handbook for fresh~an composition based on the best-selling Simon &
Schuster Handbook f?r Writers. Emphasizes the writing process and coverages
grammar, punctuation, and mechanics in the context of writing. Instructor's
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Ed'tion' Teaching Composition with the Simon & Schuster Concise Handbook,
dialgno~ticTests, Workbook and Answer Key, Transparency Guide and Booklet,
CLAST and TASP workbooks, ESL guide, software, Prentice Hall Resources for

Composition.

Watkins, Floyd c., and William B. Dillingham. Practical English Handbook. 9th ed.
Houghton Mifflin. Concise but comprehenSIVe coverage of the best practices m
\vriting. Features expanded treatment .of APA documentation, new stud~nt

apers, revised logic section, new tabbmg system, and expanded glossanes.
fnstructor's Annotated Edition. Diagnostic Tests. Reference Chart. Software.

II. B. Rhetorics

Anderson, Thayle, and Kent Forrester. Re~ding, Then W~jting. McGraw,.Hill.
Combined rhetoric and thematic reader prOVIdes a pedagogIcally s.Qund basls for
successful research writing-oriented composition classes. T~e IITlpor.tance of
developing essential skil1s-~such as summarizing, pa~aphrasmg, quotmg, and
synthesizing--is underscored from the start. Instructor s Manual.

Anson, Chris M., and Lance E. Wilcox. Field Guiae To Writing. ~arper-Co~l~ns.
Supplement to writing-intensive courses in any discip~ine. Str~ssmg that wntmg
can be a tool for learning, this brief guide off~rs practlcal.a~vIcefor all stages of
writing. Covers everything from informal writmg (academiC Journal) to longer and
more complex assignments (essay exam; research paper).

Bauman, M. Garrett. Ideas and Details: A Guide to College Writing. H~rcourt Brace
Jovanovich. This lower-level rhetoric with 15 student essays emphaSizes a proc:ss
approach and uses an amusing style. Professional excerpts and a research sectlOD

are included.

Bazerman, Charles. The Informed Writer. 4th ed. Houghton Mif.mn..Empha~izing
the dose connection between reading and writing, the text proVIdes mstructlon on
how to synthesize and document sources in discipE.nes and how to formulate
original arguments. Features thirty percent new readmgs, expanded argumenta
tion, and new MLA and APA model papers. Instructor's Resource ManuaL

Beidler, Peter. Writing Matters. Macmillan. Written in a l~~hthear~ed ton~, this
concise rhetoric gives common sense information about wntmg w!Ule servmg as
a model. Each chapter has a clear thesis, an introduction, a body WIth support for
the thesis, clear transitions, and a conclusion. Includes examples of student
writing, instructive commentary, and student revisions.

Bensel-Meyers, L. Rhetoric For Academic Reasoning. .Harper-Collins.. Uses the
enthymeme as a critical thinking to?l for. ~nders~andI~g .ho~ aca~eml~s r~aso~.
Introduces ways of reasoning: readmg :ntIcally~Ide~hfym&:~ssu~s,.te~tmg Ideas,
making logical assumptions. Also prOVides readmgs In speCIfIc dlsCIplme areas to
reinforce and illustrate concepts.

Clouse, Barbara Fine. The Student Writa: Editor and Critic. 3rd :d. ~cGra~Hill.
Offering a balanced emphasis on process and product, the text IS wntten WIth the
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conviction that students must learn to identify their own processes. Revision is
emp~asized. ~long with a rang: of strategies for idea generation, organizing,
draftmg, edIting, and proofreadmg within the context of the rhetorical modes as
patterns for thought. Instructor's Manual.

Cooley, Thomas. The Norton Guide to Writillg, Regular (with handbook) and
shorter editions. Norton. For introductory composition, this rhetork with 30
readings emphasizes the social and cultural contexts of writing and includes
abundant activities for "active" reading and writing. Illustrations. Instructor's
Manual. Available packaged with Online Handbook for Macintosh and with
Norton Textra (see below) for IBM PC and compatibles.

Daniel, Neil. A Guide to Style and Mechanics. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. A brief
guide to composing and editing for composition and advanced writing courses.

Dawe, Charles W., and Edward A. Doman. Ont? To One. 4th ed. Harper-Collins.
This resource and guide designed for instructors using the conference-centered
~etho? of ,:",riting inst~ction offers varied, self-contained writing assignments,
mcludmg nme weeks of Journal-keeping assignments for students to work on their
own. Assignments are illustrated with student and professional models.

Ede, Lisa. A Guide to Writing and Rel.lising. 2nd ed. St. Martin's Press. This brief
process rhetoric for composition courses helps the student to acquire a flexible
rhetorical approach to composition, highlighting the importance of audience and
context in any writing project.

Ford, Marjorie, and Jon Ford. Writing As Revelation. Harper-Collins. With a central
vision of writing as an act of discovery this rhetoric presents current methods of
teac~ing c~mt:0sition--journalkeeping, collaborative writing, computers as aids to
creative thmkmg--but also covers the more traditional staples; rhetorical modes,
writ~ng analytica~ly, logical argument and research. Student and professional
readmgs emphasIZe the themes of revelation and discovery.

Gere, Anne Ruggles. Writillg and Learning. 3rd ed. Macmillan. Student and
professional models from the arts and humanities, social sciences, and natural
sci~r:'-ces pr~:JVide form and c<:>ntent for exercises and writing assignments. The
wntmg aSSIgnments are applIed to a variety of aims-based exercises and assign
ments such as information analysis, arguing proposals, reporting, and supporting
generalizations. Revision is emphasized throughout the text. Workbook. Instructor's
Manual.

Gilliland, Joan F., and Joan T. Mead. Reasons for Writing. Prentice Hall. Straight
forward text takes students through all stages of the wiring process, expLaining
~tep-by-step how to write specific types of academic and professional papers and
Illustrates these discussions with examples of student writing. Instructor's Manual.

Hoy, Pat C. II. Reading and Writing Essays: The Imaginative Task. McGraw Hill. For
both ~dvanced composition and better freshman composition programs, this
rhetoTlc/reader explores variations in the writing process by focussing on types of
essays: exploratory, analytical, and argumentative. Through examining student
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and professional essays and through reading and writing exercises, students learn
elements of good writing and thinking.

Lanham, Richard. Revising prose. 3rd cd. Mac~ilIan..~is self-tea~hing text
enables students to work on their own steady, det~lled reVISions. Focusmg o~ ~he
sing1e sentence, it provides students with an eaSIly stat~d anhd l;oarfnf.e~ IreSVt,sllO~
method labeled "The Paramedic Method," used to reVIse t ~ ,KIa y.e.
Demonstrates how to revise stilted, dense prose into plain Enghsh. Self-teachmg
Exercise book, Videotape.

Lannon, John M. The Writing Process. 4th ed. Harper-Collins. Rhetorjc/~eader/
handbook combination with a sustained focus on the link between readmg and
writing; treats writing process as a series of decisions about audi.e~ceand purpose.
Features many new student and professional models and reVISIOns of the three
chapters on argument and research.

McCuen, Jo Ray, and Anthony C. Winkler. From Idea t.o Essay: A Rhetoric, Reader,
and Handbook. 6th ed. Macmillan. Newly designed to Incorporate a second col?r,
this freshman composition text combines readings and instructions in writin? Wlt.h
a handbook. Include essays, short stories, and poems. An ef~ort was made m this
new edition to make sure reading selections reflect the mterest of students.
Instructor's ManuaL

Proffitt, Edward. The Organized Writer: A Brief Rhetoric. Mayfield. This short
rhetoric emphasizes organization in two senses: an orgat:nzed approach t~ the
inherently disorderly process of writing, and the productlon of well-orgaruzed,
coherent papers. Includes two chapters on style, a, glossary of usage, and an
appendix on writing documented papers. Instructor s Manual.

Rawlins, Jack. The Writer's Way. 2nd ed. Houghton Mifflin. Distinguished by its
informal, personal tone, this practical f.hetoric is based on. t.he whole language
approach. The second edition feat~reseIght chapters on reVISlOn, an anthology of
39 student papers, 16 "writer's workshops," exp~nded handbook, and ~ew
material on collaborative learning, critical thinkmg, and word processmg.
Instructor's Resource Manual.

Reid, Stephen. The Prentice Hall Guide for College Writers. 2nd ed. and Brief 2nd ed.
Prentice Hall. Provides students with contexts and purposes forwntmg and aSSists
them in invention, discovery, thinking, and learni~~. Chapters and a~signmen:s
are uniquely organized around purposes fo~ wntmg. .Annotated mstru~tor s
Edition, Teaching Composition WIth the Prentice Hall GUIde for Colle?,: Wnters,
Critical Thinking Skills Journat Prentice Hall Resources for Compositlon, Soft-

ware.

Stanley, Linda, David Shimkin, and Allen Lanner: Ways to Writing: Purpose, Task,
and Process. 3rd ed. Macmillan. This edition of an mtegrated rhe~orlcmcludes new
writing tasks on family and cultural traditions and on analy~mg a s~ort story.
Chapters include audience analysis guides to help students wnte to therr readers,
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an audience response guide for class feedback, and a checklist [or revision.
Instructor's Manual.

Tibbetts, Charlene, and A.M. Tibbetts. Strategies: A R/letoric and Reader. 4th ed.
H~rper-Collins.Rhetoric / reader covers the stages of writing and features chapters
~Ith b.oth student and p~ofessional ~odels on each of ten rhetorical strategies,
mcludmg a chapter on mIxed strategIes. Twelve of the readings are new to this
edition (many by women writers).

Trimmer, Joseph F. Writing With a Purpose. 10th ed. Houghton Mifflin. This
comprehensive rhetoric-reader-handbook emphasizes purpose as the informing
principle for decisions in the writing process. Contains 42 student and professional
readings and sequences of writing assignments that move from personal narrative
to analysis to argument. Instructor's Resource Manual (Teaching With A Purpose).
Supplemental Exercises and Tests. Software.

Tyner, Thomas. Deep in Thought: Thinking 111ld Writing Well. Wadsworth. A
composition and research book centered on a single theme--the environment. Deep
in ThoHght bridges academic and the real workplace by engaging students in the
study of a serious, multi-faceted problem which provides a process for inquiry,
thinking, and writing. Instructor's Manual.

II. C. Readers

Ackley, Katherine. Essays from Contemporary Culture. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
This thematic reader with 66 primarily contemporary essays--over half by women
and minority writers-begins each chapter with one classic essay.

Atwan, Robert. Ten on Ten: Major Essayists on Recurring Thnnes. Bedford Books of
S1. Martin's Press. The first essayists-in-depth reader that is also a thematic reader
arranges 55 essays by 10 writers under 10 themes. Apparatus includes an introduc
tio~on the history of the essay, headnotes, and questions for each selection, writing
aSSIgnments, and an appendix with biographical and critical information.

Batteiger, Richard P. Issues and Perspectives: Reading and Writing in the Communities.
Allyn & Bacon. Thematically organized text assumes that writing and reading are
mutually dependent and that individuals view a particular subject differently
according to diverse disciplinary and personal viewpoints. Activities before
reading and questions for critical reading are integrated with specific writing tasks.
Instructor's Manual.

Behrens, Laurence, and Annabel Nelson. The American Experience: A Writer's
Sourcebook. Allyn & Bacon. Focusing on 8 significant events in recent American
experience, this reader explores experiences and issues that have shaped contem
porary American consciousness, encouraging students to develop their writing
and reading skills by reading extensively on and writing about these defining
events and their corollary issues. Instructor's Manual.

Brent, Harry, and William Lutz. The Horizon Reader. Regular (133 readings) and
Shorter (74 readings) editions. S1. Martin's Press. A thematically organized reader
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offering a range of readings designed to broaden students' horizons personally,
culturally, and intellectually. The Short Edition is more contemporary in focus.

Buscemi, Senti, and Charlotte Smith. 75 ReadiJlgs Plus. McGraw Hill. An
alternative to 75 Readings, this text offers pedagogical support for rhetorically
organized selections incorporating a variety of themes, writing styles, voices, and
cultural perspectives. Text includes fully integrated apparatus. Instructor's
Manual.

Carroll, Jeffery. Dialogs: Readings and Writing in the Disciplines. Macmillan.
Realistic preparation for reading and writing in the disciplines; academic readings
organized by discipline, including research clusters for focused study of con
temporary issues. The readings in the text provide true models for writing valued
within disciplines; all selections were written by professionals working in the
fields. Instructor's Manual.

Cavitch, David. Life Studies: A Thematic Reader. 4th ed. Bedford Books of St.
Martin's Press. The 50 essays, 9 stories, and 8 poems arranged into 8 thematic
chapters spark student writing by getting them to think about personally relevant
topics. One third of the selections in this streamlined revision are new, almost half
are by women, and one quarter by minority writers.

Clark, Irene Lurkis. Taking A Stand: A Guide to the Researched Paper with Readings.
Harper-Collins. Combination research paper guide and argument reader uses
readings on provocative issues to help students write relatively short "researched"
papers. Opening six chapters teach research skills, followed by six readings
chapters that provide background information and act as source material for
student papers. The Researcher's Electronic Notebook software available.

Colombo, Gary, Robert Cullen, and Bonnie Lisle. Rereading America: Cultural
Contexts for Critical Thinking and Writing. 2nd ed. Bedford Books of S1. Martin's
Press. Includes a diversity of voices from a variety of discourses. Its 78 selections
(46 new) are organized into 8 thematic chapters, each of which examines a
dominant myth of American culture. Includes a general introduction on critical
thinking, new chapte-r introductions with pre-reading writing exercises, and three
kinds of provocative questions and writing assignments.

Decker, Randall E., and Robert A. Schwegler. Patterns of Exposition. 13th ed.
Harper-Collins. Rhetorically organized reader provides an exemplary series of
classic and contemporary essays that aptly illustrate each of the rhetorical patterns.
Half of the selections are new, and the introduction now emphasizes the ways
reading can and support writing.

Eastman, Arthur M., Caesar R. Blake, Hubert M. English, Jr., Joan E. Hartman, Alan
B. Howes, Robert T. Lenaghan, Leo F. McNamara, linda H. Peterson, and James
Rosier, eds. The Norton Reader. 8th ed. and Shorter 8th Ed. Norton. Wide-ranging
selection of classic and contemporary essays arranged by themes of a liberal-arts
education. Includes rhetorical table of contents. Instructor's Manual.

Evans, Faun, Barbara Gleason, and Mark Wiley. Cultural Tapestry: Readings for a
Pluralistic Society. Harper-Collins. Multi-cultural reader emphasizing ethnicity in
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the U.S. teaches students to read and write analytically. Writing assignments cover
a broad range to generate critical thinking and draw students into the issues
involved. The list of readings includes contemporary essays, short stories and
poetry.

Fulwiler, Toby, and Arthur W. Biddle. A Community of Voices: Reading and Writing
in the Disciplines. Macmillan. Seventeen editors from across the disciplines have
selected more than 120 readings for this unique new reader and rhetoric. In chapter
introductions by specialists, students gain insight into the' reasoning and writing of
academic fields. Three kinds of writing assignments are included in every chapter:
informal exercises, assignments tied to each reading, and in-depth research
assignments. Instructor's Manual.

George, Diana, and John Trimbur. Reading Culture: Contexts for Critical Reading and
Writing. Harper-Collins. Using the world around us as a subject for critical
analysis, this thematic reader encourages students to develop cultural awareness
and critical consciousness through a collection of reading and writing assignments
that focus on culture: schooling, style, work, images, television, public spaces.

Goshgarian, Gary. Exploring Language. 6th ed. Harper-Collins. Features provoca
tive essays that show how language is used and abused. This new edition offers
50% new material with more humorous and contemporary pieces and more
selections reflecting the minority experience with language. New "Table of Paired
Essays" juxtaposes essays with opposing views to foster argument papers.

Gregory, Marshall W., and Wayne C. Booth. The Harper & Row Reader: Liberal
Education Through Reading and Writing. 3rd ed. Harper-Collins. Liberal arts reader
features more than 100 selections of classic and contemporary essays and short
pieces by some of history's most respected thinkers. Intellectual debates give the
book an argument focus. Nearly half of the readings are new to this edition with
minority and women authors represented.

Hirschberg, Stuart. One World, Many Cultures. Macmillan. A truly global,
contemporary cross-cultural reader, encompassing issues of class, the condition of
exiles, and other important topics, and representing more than forty countries.
Nine thematically organized chapters explore cultural differences and displace
ment in relation to race, class gender, region, and nation. Instructor's manual.

Holeton, Richard. Encountering Cultures: Reading and Writing in a Changing World.
Blair Press of Prentice HalL A reader that explores increasing cultural djversity in
the U.s. by considering it in a global context. The 63 full-length selections, together
with "Brief Encounters," emphasize interactions across cultural boundaries of all
types, both at home and abroad.

Hynd, Cynthia R, Nancy Chase, and Belita Gordon. Developing Perspectives:
Rt.'adillgs and Writings for College Literacy. Harper-Collins. Cross-eurricular reader
provides critical reading strategies to help students comprehend difficult scholarly
material and evaluate a reading's message, perspective, and effectiveness. Sce
narios introduce issues on which students must develop a position to write papers.
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Kirszner, Laurie G., and Stephen R. Mandell. The Blair Reader. Blair Press. of
Prentice HalL A thematically arranged read~r that offe:s 150 :ss~ys, short st?~leS,
and poems. Building on a general introductIon of readmg, thmkmg, and wntmg,
the book encourages students to respond ac~vel~ to t~~ readings, to formulate
critical judgments, and to develop their reactIOns 10 wrIting.

Kirszner, Laurie G., and Stephen R. Mandell. Patterns for College Writing: A
Rhetorical Reader and Guide. 5th ed. St. Martin's Press. A rhetorically arrang~d
reader that combines detailed discussion of the writing and rhetorical patterns WIth
74 readings (60 professional, 14 student-written).

Knefel, Don. Essays from Time. Allyn & Bacon. This reader.collects 100 selections
from the past 25 years of the "Essay" section of Time n:~gazme and.arran~~s them
in six disciplinerelated categories--arts and humamtIes, domes~lc pOlIbcs an~
social life, global issues, science and technology, and values and belIefs. Instructor s
Manual.

Lounsberry, Barbara. The Writer in You: A Writing Process Read:r: Harper-Col~ins.
Writing process reader describes and illustrates the stages otwntlI~gusmg 63 hlgh
interest selections. Rough drafts of several student and profesSIOnal papers are
featured as are U Author's Headnotes" which comment on the authors' writing
processes. Apparatus includes a wealth of writing tips, warm-up exercises, and
writing and revising tasks.

McCuen, Jo Ray, and Anthony C. Winkler. Readiflgs for Writers. 7th ed. Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich. Each chapter of this rhetoric contains readings that ap'p'ear
under model Advice Discussion, and Examples headings. Seven of the 10 CrItIcal
thinking topics are n~w in this edition. Selections offer flexibility and varied styles,
topics, and voices.

Miller, George. The Prentice Hall Reader. 3rd ed. Prentice Hall. Emphasizing
revision and the writing process, this reader's 63 selections demonstrate how
writers organize and structure their ess~y.s using the four trad~tional modes of
discourse: narration, description, expOSItIon, and argumentatton. Annotated
Instructor's Edition. Prentice Hall Resources for Composition.

Miller, Robert K The Informed Argument: A Multidisciplinary Reader and Guide. 3rd
ed. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. This freshman reader Irhetonc wl~h
multidisciplinary presenta~ion stresses i~ductive, ~eductive a~d Toulmm
argumentation. Includes major documentation styles, lIte~ary mat~nals, aPI:'~ra
tus, and 87 selections, including student essays. Includes mformation on cnttcal
reading, augments the information on w~iting fr~m sources, offers several ne~
themes, and includes a unique, new sectIon on lIterary argument. Instructor s
Manual.

Miller, Robert K, and Suzanne S. Webb. Motives for Writing. Mayfield: This
reader/rhetoric is organized according to the writer's motives. Followm&, an
introduction to the rhetorical situation and the writing process, 10 sectIOns
comprising 74 readings explain the most commo? motives for writing,and show
how writers from diverse backgrounds have realized them. Instructor s Manual.
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Morgan, Sarah }., and Dennis OkersITorn. The Endangered Earth: Readings for
Writers. .~adsw?rth. Environmentally-focused content helps students explore
compl~xIhes of .lssues through reading, writing, and research. Emphasizes
rhetorIcal strategIes and argument, helping students develop a critical awareness
of how writers present ideas. Instructor's Manual.

Reill:y, Robert, .and Anne T. Salvatore. Knowing and Writing: New Perspectives on
ClasSICal QuestIOns. Harper-Collins. Based on recent research in writing that
s~ggestsstu~entsneed to build a knowledge base in order to produce thoughtful
dlscourse, t~IS rea?er .offers seventeen ~r more substantial reading selections in
each of 4 umts--PreJudIce, Love, Free ChoIce, and Technologv--so significant issues
can be explored in depth. -

Roberts, William H., and Gregoire Turgeon. About Language: A Reader for Writers.
3rd ed. Houghton Mifflin. Exploring language issues of current and enduring
interest, this anthology supports composition instruction. Features a new glossary
of rhetori~alan? linguistic t~rms, a new general introduction, and new chapters on
cultural diverSIty, censorship, and language play. Instructor's Resource Manual.

Robins, Adrienne, and Steven Robins. A Writer's Anthology. St. Martin's Press. A
low-priced, rhetorically arranged reader that includes 56 essays, five works of short
fiction, and six poems, made up of a refreshing mix of familiar works and newly
anthologized pieces. '

Rosa, Alfred, and Paul Escholz. Models for Writers: Short Essays for Composition. 4th
ed. St. Martin's Press. Consists of 74 brief essays-written by professionals and
students--organized according to the element of writing or rhetorical mode each
exemplifies clearly. Thirty essays are new to this edition, and three student essays
have been added.

Schaum, Melita, and Constance Flanagan. Gender Images: Readings for Composition.
Houghton Mifflin. Thematically organized reader focuses on gender while
emphasizin~critic?l ~hiJ.1king, rhetor~cal strategies, and sequential writing assign
ments. The InterdisCIplmary theme mtroduces students to such diverse fields as
linguistics, psychology, politics, and sociology. Instructor's Resource Manual.

Schilb, John, Elizabeth A. Flynn, and John Clifford. COllstellations: A Contextual
Reader for Writers. Harper-Collins. Clusters essays into thematic"constellations"
in which the readings relate to each other to deepen students' appreciation of the
different perspectives and rhetorical techniques employed by the authors. Minor
ity and women writers are represented in more than half of the selections.

Seyler, Dorothy. Pattern of Reflection: A Reader. Macmillan. The engaging, varied
selections in this reader are organized both by rhetorical strategies, or patterns, and
by themes. This dual structure offers instructors a choice of emphasis. Brief
selections are varied in level and type, including essays and newspaper articles
with one literary piece (a short story, poem, or fable) in most chapters. Instructor's
Manual.
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Shrodes, Caroline, Harry Firestone, and Michael Shugrue. The Conscious Reader.
5th ed. Macmillan. Thematic anthology of nonfiction prose and literary selections
offers 202 selections which lead students from questions about self-discovery to
consideration of the rewards and conflicts inherent in relationships and to larger
issues of culture, science, technology, and the goals of human freedom and dignity.
Instructor's Manual.

Spurgin, Sally. Strategies for Argument: A Reader and Sourcebook. Blair Press of
Prentice Hall. A reader that provides a complete course in argumentative writing.
Offers selections that teach writing strategies essential to effective argument,
selections that illustrate how to apply the strategies, and selections that provide
material for students to use in developing their own arguments.

Summerfield, Judith. Negotiations. McGraw Hill. Thematic reader looks at the
interaction between the theory of reading and responding to a text and the actual
practice of individual readers. The first half of the book focuses on the different
ways to read a text; the second half contains over 60 selections from different genres
by writers of diverse ethnic and national background. Instructor's Manual.

Vesterman, William. Discovering Language. Allyn & Bacon. The 69 language
readings foster improvement in awareness, appreciation, and understanding of
the powers of language. Includes biographical and contextual headnotes, discus
sion questions to provoke critical thinking, and analysis questions on the tech
niques of essays. Ideas for writing provide suggestions for longer student essays
based on the reading. Instructor's Manual.

Williams, James D., Christine Hanks, and David Huntly. TIle Interdisciplinary
Reader: A Collection of Student Writing. Harper-Collins. Cross-curricular reader
contains an extensive collection of actual essay writing assignments in a variety of
disciplines and the student essay responses. Commentary analyzes the instructors'
assignments plus discusses the merits of student essay responses.

Winterowd, W. Ross, and Geoffrey R. Winterowd. The Critical Reader, Thinker, and
Writer. Mayfield. The authors make accessible a variety of approaches to critical
reading, thinking, and writing. Includes 51 readings diverse as to discipline,
cultural background and genre plus thinking critically about Narrative, Exposi
tion, Argument and Persuasion, and a section on researched writing. Instructor's
Manual.

II. D. Workbooks

Dowling, Joseph K. Tile Little, Brown ESL Workbook. Harper-Collins. Used with Tile
Little, Brown Handbook oron its own, this workbook provides ESL students with the
tools necessary to tackle intermediate to advanced-level ESL writing/grammar
courses and ultimately Freshman Composition.

Gorrell, Donna. The Little, Brown Workbook. 5th ed. Harper-Collins. Used in
conjunction with The Little, Brown Handbook or as a stand-alone text, this
grammar and mechanics workbook promotes higher-order thinking skills with
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exercises that include analysis, rewriting, sentence-combining and patterning, and
controlled composition.

Runciman, Lex. The Sf. Martin's Workbook. 2nd ed. St. Martin's Press. Provides
full explanations of-~and extensive and varied practice in--all the grammar,
punctuation, mechanics, and composition skills needed by basic and freshman
composition students.

Ward, Dean. Options. Houghton Mifflin. Designed to accompany The Riverside
Halldbook, this workbook offers intensive practice in revising papers, sentence
correctness, punctuation, mechanics and sentence style, while emphasizing the
options available to student writers.

Watkins, Floyd c., William B. Dillingham, and John T. Hiers. Practical English
Workbook. 5th ed. Houghton Mifflin. This collection of exercises covering
grammar, mechanics, sentence structure, and paragraphing can be used as a
supplement to Practical English Handbook, 9th Ed.--whose organization it follows
~or independently. Each unit begins with a brief review of principles. Answer Key,

II. E. Special Texts

Coyle, William. Research Papers. 8th ed. Macmillan. Comprehensive, self-paced
guide to research-based writing. Spiral-bound text covers the entire writing
process and includes MLA, APA and other styles. Notebook·sized pages allow for
note cards and final papers to be reproduced full-size, clearly demonstrating
appropriate formatting. Instructor's Manual.

Hirsch, Timothy J. Working Research: Strategiesfor Inquiry. Prentice Hall. Text helps
students develop a systematic approach to conducting, interpreting, and recording
research. Students learn to formulate research questions, identify needed informa
tion, find, process, organize and record their information, and apply the skills to
other academic and non-academic questions. Instructor's Manual.

Hubbuch, Susan M. Writing Research Papers. 3rd ed. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich.
This is a complete, cross-disciplinary guide to writing research reports, reviews of
published materials, and library-based critical papers.

Johnson, Jean. The Bedford Guide to the Research Process. 2nd ed. Bedford Books of
St. Martin's Press. Comprehensive guide to the process of researching, writing,
revising, and documenting research papers, with a chapter on non-library sources
and extensive coverage of computers. Includes a revised and expanded annotated
bibliography covering more than 25 subject areas, MLA documentation pages, new
annotated research paper, and an explanation of the Toulmin model of argument.

Zimmerman, Don, and Dawn Rodrigues. Research Writing across the Disciplines,
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Cross-curricular approach to research focuses more
on information gathering techniques than do other texts.
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Ill. Advanced Writing Texts

Ill. A. Rhetorics
AD'rect A Jprol1ch to Writing. HoughtonMifflin. This

Anderson, ~hris. Free(StyJe: I a
1
proa~h to teaching style, emphasizing style as a

brief rhetonc takes an In orma ,P e of voice, and willingness to experiment.
matter of selfawareness

d
, conftdjenc f student and professional writing, Free/Style

t d ·th analyze examp es 0
Illustra e Wl h h to style Instructor's Resource Manual.
offers a thoroug approac .

, . 1Writin 3rd ed. Norton. This text helps advanced
Hairston, Maxme C. SuccessJu t~n and olish their writing. Includes a new
composition st~~ents furthe;f~~~:~ing GUid~line Questions, new collabora\ive
chapter on e~ltmg, new se t d t papers. Covers MLAIAPA documenta
learning exerCISes, and two new 5 u en
tion. Instructor's Manual.

hn C Bean Writing Arguments: A Rhetoric with Readings,
Ramage, J~hn ~iiand ~iS rhetoric';reader combines a comprehensive study of
2nd ed. ~cml an. roach to writing. Presents 47 readings on contempo
argument WIth ~ process app . e of ar umentative strategies discussed.
rary issues to Ilh~strate the wl:~~;~ndeth~ and coverage of the stasis sys.tem
Includes explanatlOns of lOfgos, P t b distinguishing five categories of claims.
which teaches patterns 0 argumen Y
Instructor's Manual.

Ill.B. Readers

III. C. Composition and Literature Texts

an William Burto, and Marcia Stubbs. Liter~ture For
Barnet, ~ylvanJ Morton Ber~C~llins. Offering combined instruction on lIterature
CompositIOn . .3:d ed. .Harper. oth a com rehensive guide to writing and an
and c~mposlhon: thiS htet IS bintroducto~writing chapters feature advice on
extensIVe thematic ant 0 ogy. . d I ti

"" 1 d" th writing process style, analySIS an eva ua on.cntlca rea mg, e '

'd Tl Writin About Literature. 6th ed. Harper-Collins.
Barnet, Sylvan. A S~ort GlI~e t ~ writing analytically about stories, plays,
A concise introductI?n to e P~~~~:;sOthe close connection between re~ding and
po~~s, essa

ff
y~ and hlmjse"teE~~pters on annotating texts and keeping a Journal.

wntmg, a enng comp

'1 An les of Vision: An Introduction to Literature.
Biddle, Arthur, and .To~y Fulwl er. th fogy features many contemporary and
McGraw Hill. ThiS hterature an o. ' I between reading techniques and
multicultural selections and str.esses the l.nteT :~ial types of writing not usually
the writteI1: re~ponse. A thseclho~ c~:~~~~d~. Instructor's Manual.
addressed In literature an 0 ogles I

C t arary Multicultural Literature. Bedford
Repp, JohnS"MHat.P ,.WpC LisveNN:::tite~:t~~:_for_composition reader whose thematic
Books of t. artIn s res.
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~{~;£!:~~,~:{i:~:~l:T:£~:~~~t~~cf.I:'~~~~e~:::~:~~:Cl~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
writing assignments. a mg assIgnment, questlons for discussion and

Roberts Edgar V and He ry E j b L'Writin 7' 3 d d P . n . aco s. lterature: An Introduction to Reading afld
emph:~iz:S :h' lrenhce Hall. ~nthology of fiction, poetry, and drama which also

e case connectIOn between good readin and ff' ..
Provid.es tools necessary for students to read literature w~th car: ~~~~e wnt~g.
aAnd en)boymeVn.t, and to write about it with skill and conviction. Inst~uctor~~~~Iunagl'

nnen erg Ideos. .

~~~~;.' ;r~g:~. ~~e~~~e~~l?l' Jacob:,. Ficti?n: An Introdllction to Readins and

fjcti~n, pa;~icularly those whi~h e~;~~;:=~e:':ft:~:~~~~:~rfe~:t:e:e~~~i~:~;~~~:
~on ams stor~es by a ~l:,erse group of contemporary and classic writers

trongly emphasIZes the wntmg process. Instructor's Manual. Annenberg Videos:

Stanford, judith A. Respolldillg to Literature Mayfield Text/anthol
the reader's response t d' I' . ogyencourages
introd ct h ,0 f Iverse se ection of literature. Three process-oriented
ing touan~y c .1ters:;c u~~ student papers to illustrate various ways of respond-

. wn ng a out lterature. Consists of seven themati II d
sectIOns and a final section arranged by genre. Instructor's Manua~~ y arrange

III. D. Business and Technical Writing Texts

~~i~~'~~r~~!~~~:I~:C;~~;;Uw~?t~n~ha~~~J~~t:~~:~;e~;e P~X~<Sion~ Writer A

w~tmg/edl~ng text presents a sophisticated approach t~ writi:;~~r ~~~~:~~l
In ustry, an government. The authors effectively balance th d ,. '
their focus on the general principles of technical writing. eory an practIce In

Andre."'s, Debora~ c./ and William D. Andrews. Business Communication 2 d ed
~acmIllan. to//erm~ a realistic picture of the contexts of written and oral iJU~ines~

~~~:~;~~i:~~it~~n i~~~~:~e:x:~p~:;~rr~a~~~~~~c~~~:re~~~::::ts;t::~~~:
emF, aSlzes two maJor forces in the business environm . .

~::~t:~~:~S:~~tlYb~~~~n;:'~~:~t~~~ ~~~~~~~t~~n~~~n;~y~~~:~~~~~~~
T
GUlde, Teach.mg Busmess Communication: the International Convention' T~t Ban?

ransparencles. . ,

Eisenberg, Anne. Technical Editing Oxf d Shwriting for accurac cl 't d' or. ows students how to edit technical
drills, and the ted;;"icafl ~.:n , gr~mmar. .The workbook provides exercises and
common terms. a e 1 or 5 g ossary mcludes stylebook entries as well as

Gerson, Sharon j and Steven M Ge T h . .Prentice Hall Gife . t . d .rson. e~ meal WrIting: Process and Product.
. rs an m egrate mtroduction to the process, techniques, and
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products of technical writing. It reveals the process by which different types of
technical documents are researched and written, and it illustrates fully each stage
and type of writing with numerous examples of students/ professional writings.
Instructorls Manual with Transparency Masters.

Hager/ Peter }./ and Howard J. Scheiber. Report Writing for Managemt'llt Decisio/1s.
Macmillan. This text presents an in-depth examination of the function of manage
rial reports in contemporary business, industrial, and government organizations.
The text puts managerial communication in perspective, explaining where the
report writing process stands in relation to the manager/writer, his or her
audience, and the management dedsion~making process. Instructor's Manual.

Houp, Kenneth W., Thomas E. Pearsall, and janice C. Redish, Reportillg Technical
Information. 7th ed. Macmillan. The new edition of this mainstream technical
writing text features a completely new design and an important new chapter on
document design. Instructorls Manual; Software; transparencies.

Lanham, Richard. Revising Business Prose, 3rd ed. Macmillan. A self-teaching,
hands-on text for courses in business writing or anyone who writes in a business
context. This concise text has a step-by-step method for turning bureaucratic prose
into plain English. Sell-teaching Exercise Book. Videotape.

Mancuso, Joseph c. Technical Editing. Prentice Hall. This practical book takes
students through every phase of technical editing, discussing copy marks and
editors' marks as well as all the necessary reference books, and systematically helps
technical editors enhance the effectiveness and readability of any technical docu
ment entrusted to them.

Markel, Michael H. Technical Writing; Situations and Strategies. 3rd ed. St. Martin's
Press. Provides a comprehensive, detailed, and practical introduction to the
processes, techniques, and forms of technical writing, An abundance ofreal-world
examples, exercises, and checklists give students the guidance and practice they
need. Computer software available--The St. Marlin's Technical Writing Hotline and
Revision Exercise Disk.

Neman, ]leth S., and Sandra H. Smythe. Writing Effectively in Business. Harper
CoUins. Develops business writing judgment and technique to help students
operate effectively in today's business world. Case studies, exercises and assign~
ments reflect the psychological and political reality of the American business
environment. Usage Guide.

Ober, Scot. Contemporary Business Communication. Houghton Mifflin. EmphasiZ
ing real.world concepts, this text offers guidance for analyzing problems and
shaping communications to meet business needs. Covers communication theory,
bask writing skills/ letters and memos, long and short reports, oral communica

w

tions, and job interviewing and application. Instructor's Resource Manual, Study
Guide, Test Bank, Transparency Package, Computerized Test Bank, Peer.Writing
Skills Software.
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Oliu, Walter E., Charles T. Brusaw, and Gerald J. Alred. Writing That Works:
EffectiPI! Communication in Business. 4th ed. St. Martin's Press. Gives students an
overview of document creation from initial planning through final revisions.
Students are presented with realistic examples of effective business documents and
are given opportunities to practice such writing themselves. TheSt. Martin's Tutor:
Exercises for Writing that Works computer software available.

III. E. Special Texts

Bishop, Wendy. Working Words: The Process of Creative Writing. Mayfield. An
introduction to creative writing in all genres that focuses on the processes ofwriting
before turning to genre distinctions and end products. Instructor's Manual.

IV. Professional Texts

Aristotle. On Rhetoric: A Theory of Civic Discourse. Ed. and trans. George A.
Kennedy. Oxford. This first scholarly edition in fifty years makes the Rhetoric
accessible as a textbook. It offers comprehensive introductory discussions, a
detailed outline, extensive notes, a glossary of Aristotle's rhetorical terms, an
appendix containing translations of relevant ancient texts, and evaluative essays on
the composition and history of the treatise.

Kline, Nancy. How Writers Teach Writing. Prentice Hall. A collection of thirteen
essays by professional writers on the teaching of expository writing. These
essayists, novelists, poets, historians, translators, anthropologists, journalists, and
playwrights all teach, or have taught, in the Expository Writing Program at
Harvard. Kline's premise is that writers who teach expository writing have an
inside-out approach to the subject that will prove useful to other writing teachers.

Porter, James. Audience and Rhetoric. Prentice Hall. Examines two significant
questions for composition and rhetoric teachers and researchers: What is an
audience and what does it mean to comider one? Porter invokes Foucault's
archaeological methodology to critique selected treabnents of audience in rhetoric
and composition and to reconstruct a post-modern rhetorical notion of audience.

V. Software and Computer Assisted Instruction

Norton Textra Writer 2.5 with Online Handbook. Norton. Full-functioned word
processor and online handbook for grammatical and rhetorical help offers mouse
support and pull-down menus. Available in a stand-alone version and in versions
cross referenced to Norton writing texts and handbooks.
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Brian Huot is an assistant professor at the University of Louisville where
he teaches in the English department and coordinates the Writing-Across
the-Curnculum program. His work has appeared in College Composition
and CommUniCatLOn, Review of Educational Research and other journals
devoted to teachmg and writing.

Richard Leahy teaches various levelsofnonfiction and technical writing at
BOIse State University. Aside from directing the Writing Center, his
favonte project is co-writing, and co-editing, and publishing Word Works,
a senes of monthly broadsides on writing across the curriculum. He has
recently published articles in College Teaching, The Writing Lab Newsletter,
and The Writing Center Journal, and a chapter in Writing Centers: New
Directions.

Geraldine L. .l\;IcBroom currently teaches advanced writing and grammar
at the University of New Mexico. She recently published the Instructors'
Resource Manual to accompanyRiverside Handbook ofRhetoric and Grammar.
ShewishestothanktheUNMteachingassistantswhocontnbutedtheirexperiences
toenhanceherteaching, herwriting, and her life.

Susan H. McLeod is Associate Professor of English and Director of
Composition at Washington State University, where she also directs the
Writing-Across-the-Curriculum FacultySeminars. Shehas writtenvarious
articles on writing, writing programadministration, and writing aCross the
curnculum, and IS editor of Strengthenmg Programs for Writing across the
CUrriculum (Jossey-Bass, 1988), Writing about the World (Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich, 1990), and Writing across the Curriculum: A guide to Developing
Programs (Sage, forthcoming).

Bennett A. Rafoth teaches courses in composition, composition theory,
and research methods at Indiana Universi ty of PennsyIvania, where he is
also co-dIrector of the campus writing center.

Thomas E. Recchio is an Assistant Professor and the Director of Freshman
English at the University of Connecticut. He taught for four years at the
Japanese NatIOnal UniVersitym Fukui. He has published articlesonMilton
(in japan), on ElizabethC;askell (in japan and inEngland), and on the essay
and the teachmg of wnting (m the U.s.). He has articles forthcoming in
RhetoTlc ReVIew and CollegeComposltLOn alldCommunication and iscurrently
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working on an anthology for Bedford Books that brings together critical
theory and composition studies.

Donald L. Rubin teaches in the departments of Speech and Language
Education at the University ofGeorgia. He has recently edited Perspectives
on Talk and Learning with Susan Hynds, as well as The Social Construction of
Written Communication with Bennett Rafoth.

Ellen Strenski teaches writing in the UCLA Writing Programs where she
is also Assistant Director for Upper-Division and Graduate Writing. She
is co-author of The Research Paper Workbook (Longman) and A Guide to
Writing Sociology Papers (St. Martin's Press) and has written articles on a
variety of topics in the composition field.

Suzanne S. Webb teaches rhetorical theory and practice in the doctoral
program at Texas Woman's University. A board member of the Associa
tion of Professional Writing Consultants, she consults in and teaches
professional writing. She has published textbooks in technical communi
cation, developmental English, and freshman English, and is currently at
work on an interdisciplinary critical thinking text.
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Announcements

Grants

The Council of Writing Program Administrators is currently accepting
proposals for research grants. The Council will award several grants (up
to $1000 each) for research relating specifically to the concerns of WPAs.
Proposals should not exceed four single-spaced, typed pages and should
describe (1) the research problem and objectives, (2) the procedures for
conducting the research (including sample, design, instrumentation, and
personnel), (3) a time-line, and (4) a budget. Researchers planning to
conduct surveys may include in their proposal the free use of the WPA
mailing list. All WPA grant recipients will be asked tosubmit their research
report to the Council's journal, WPA: Writing Program Administration, for
possible publication before submitting it to other journals. Please include
your name, affiliation, address, and telephone number on your proposal.
The deadline for submission is Novemberl, 1992. Please send the proposal
and two copies to Prof. Karen Greenberg, Chair, WPA Grant Committee,
Department of English, Hunter College, CUNY, 695 Park Avenue, New
York, NY 10021.

Journal Call for Articles

College English invitesarticles on "TheCultureofEnglish Departments." In
Reed Dasenbrock's words, "What is life like in English departments for
those who work (and seemto live) in them?" Articles arewelcome on topics
relating to the routines, roles, decisions, crises, etc., that we live with in
English departments. Manuscriptsofup to 25 typed pages, following MLA
format, may be submittedby September 1, 1992, to Louise Z. Smith, Editor,
College blglish, Dept. of English, UMass/Boston, Boston, MA 02125.

The Journal of Second Language Writing is now accepting article
submissions on topics related to the study and teaching of writing in a
second language. Theeditors encourage theoretically grounded reports of
research and discussions of central issues in second and foreign language
writing and writing instruction at all levels of proficiency. Send submis
sions or inquiries to Ilona Leki, Journal ofSecond Language Writing, Dept. of
English, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-0430 or call (615)
974-7080.
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Calls For Papers

The annualsummerconference of the Council ofWriting Program Admin
Istrators will be held July 2()..25 in Denver and Breckenridge, Colorado.
Proposals are mVlted for mdlvldual presentations orpanels for the confer
ence, July 23-25, whose theme is "RelevantResearch in the '90s: Approaches
That Make Sense." The Portland Resolution made a start at describing the
duties ofthe.WPA. The Breckenridgeconference is interested in taking the
Job descnptlOn mto the arena of research. Any proposal related to this
question is appropriate. Other proposals that respond to questions that
might have ansen at the Skidmore conference, such as the location of the
writing program inside or outside the Department of English, evaluation
of tea~hmg, a~d the on-going concern of politics in an increasingly diverse
teachmg environment would also be appropriate, as are any proposals of
general concern to WPAs. Each proposal should include: A title and brief
description suitable for publishing in the conference program; a 500-word
abstract of the presentation proposed; name, address, institutional affilia
tion, and phone numbers. Please submit proposals to Margaret Whitt,
Department of English, University of Denver, Denver, CO 80208, by April
15,1992.

The Fourth National Basic Writing Conference will be held at the
University of. Maryland in College Park, October 8-10, 1992. Keynote
~peaker: DaVid Bartholomae, University of Pittsburgh. Proposals are
mv~ted for p~pers, pa,:,els, .s~ngle presentations, or workshops on any
subJecttouchmg onbasIc wntmgprograms and practice. The deadline for
submissions i~ April.20, 1992. Send three copies of a 1-2 page description
to Carolyn KlTkpatrlck, Department of English, York College/CUNY,
Jamaica, NY 11451. FAX: 718/262-2027. Phone: 718-262-2470.

"New Directions inPortfolio Assessment:' the FourthMiamiUniver
sityConference on the Teaching ofWriting, will be held October 2-4, 1992,
at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio. Proposals are invited on all topicS
related to college portfolio assessment, including its impact on secondary
education. Proposals that focus on research, theory, pedagogy. or any
combination of the three are welcome, as are responses to the work of the
keynotespeakers--PeterElbow and Edward M. White. Selectedpaperswill
be published by Heinemann-Boynton/Cook as a volume of conference
essays. Proposal deadline is April 1, 1992. To receive more information
contactDonald A. Daiker, Dept. ofEnglish, MiamiUniversity, Oxford,OH
45056. (513) 529-7110 or 5221.
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Conferences

The Southeastern Writing Center Association is holding their 12th Annual
Meeting April 22-25, 1992, in Colonial Williamsburg. The conference
theme is "EmbracingConnections: The Past, Present, and Future ofWriting
Centers." Send inquiries to: Dr. Tom MacLennan, Director, The Writing
Place, The University of North Carolina at Wilmington, Wilmington, NC
28403-3297.

Computers Across the Curriculum: A Conference on Technology in
the Freshman Year will be held in the New York City Marriott Financial
Center Hotel, May 29-31, 1992. Designed for faculty, administrators and
researchers in higher education, the conference will highlight innovative
approaches to incorporating state-of-the-art computer technology into
curricula and pedagogy. For information and registration materials
contact Max Kirsch, Computers Across the Curriculum, The City Univer
sity of New York/Office of Academic Computing, 555 West 57th Street/
14th floor, New York, New York, 10019.
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Writing
Program
Administration

Membership in the Council of
Writing Program Administrators

Membership in the CouncilofWriting Program Administrators includes a
subscription to WPA: Writing Program Administration. The membership fee
is $15 a year in the United States and $16.50 a year in other countries.
'Institutional membership fee is $25.

Toapplyformembership,pleasefill out this form and retum it with a check
ormoneyorder payable to the CouncilofWriting ProgramAdministrators.
Send the form and fee to Jeffrey Sommers, Secretary-Treasurer, WPA,
Department of English, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056.

Date ~ _

Name ~ _

lnstitution - _

Address ~ ~ _

Amount enclosed $15 $16.50 $25

L

'Membership in the council of Writing Program Administrators is organ
ized by the academic year. Dues received before January 1 are credited to
the previous academic year and entitle you to that year's fall/winter and
spring issues of WPA: Writing Program Administration. Dues received after
January 1 are credited to the following academic year, and your subscrip
tion to WPA begins the subsequent fall.

Change or revision of name and address. If the name or address printed
on your WPA mailing label is incorrect orhas changed, please send a copy
of the current printed label along with the form above, indicating the
complete, corrected information to Jeffrey Sommers, Secretary-Treasurer,
WPA, Department of English, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056.
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